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Today’s power systems are large scale systems consisting of multiple generating sta-
tions, load zones (distributors or utilities) and very complex interconnected power
transmission networks. One of the major issues for power systems operators is that
they face with several sources of uncertainty such as equipment failure uncertainty
and demand uncertainty in the power systems operations. Moreover, the growing
trend in renewable energy capacity installments has added a higher level of uncer-
tainty to power systems operations. Therefore, uncertainty management has recently
become one of the most challenging issues in power system operations and control.
However, in many cases, partial information of the uncertain parameters are available.
Distributionally robust optimization is a newly emerged optimization approach to
address optimization problems under uncertainty with partial information. In this
study, we develop efficient distributionally robust optimization models to address
several challenging problems arising in power systems operations.
First, we propose a data-driven approach to solve the stochastic transmission expan-
sion planning problem under demand uncertainty. Then, we develop a data-driven
approach to deal with the stochastic transmission system hardening planning problem
in the presence of wind generation uncertainty and multiple simultaneous disruptive
events. Afterward, we propose two reliability analysis schemes for the power trans-
mission system hardening under distributional uncertainty of random contingencies.
Finally, we present a data-driven chance-constrained stochastic unit commitment
(power generation scheduling) under wind power uncertainty, in which the chance
constraint controls and limits the level of energy imbalance. In all cases, we reformu-
late the original problems to two-stage stochastic mixed integer programs. Then, we
deploy decomposition approaches to solve the developed models.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
An electric power system is a network consisting of three different systems as its
main components: (1) generation system, (2) transmission system and (3) distribu-
tion system. Also, an electricity market is a system, in which market participants
trade energy through bidding purchase prices by buyers and offering electricity prices
by sellers. In the United States, from the past two decades, the structure of elec-
tricity markets has been changing from the traditional regulated model of vertically
integrated electric utilities to a new structure i.e., deregulated electricity market [21].
In the former, each utility has its own generation units (suppliers) and is responsible
for serving its own customers, while in the latter, the electric industry is decomposed
into the three above-mentioned systems (generation, transmission and distribution)
which are operated independently in a competitive market. The most likely expected
advantage of deregulated electricity market is the electricity price reduction due to
the fact that energy price is no longer regulated and customers are not obliged to buy
electricity from a specific supplier in the same region. They are able to buy energy
from suppliers in other regions with competitive prices [96].
Changing the energy market structure has required an independent operational
control of the power grid. In this regard, Independent System Operators (ISOs)
and Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs), as non-profit independent organi-
zations, have been established to coordinate, manage and control the operations of
market participants through making necessary standards and rules. For brevity, here-
inafter we use ”ISOs” to refer both ISOs and RTOs. In most cases, ISOs take control
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of power systems established across multiple US states. ISOs must be independent of
every market participants such as generation units, transmission companies, electric
utilities, end-use customers and etc. They also should be open access and act on a
non-discriminatory basis to all market participants using well expanded transmission
systems [96]. Currently, there are nine ISOs in the North America, of which seven
are in the US. The first ISO, California ISO (CAISO), currently serving the most
of California and a portion of Nevada, established in 1996. Also, Midcontinent ISO
(MISO) is the widest ISO coordinating all or portions of 15 states of the US (available
at https://www.ferc.gov/industries/electric/indus-act/rto.asp).
Restructuring the electricity market has resulted in a creation of large scale power
systems consisting of multiple generating stations, multiple load zones (distributors or
utilities) and very complex interconnected power transmission networks. ISOs are re-
sponsible for maintaining the reliability of such complex power systems. According to
North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC), reliability is the degree of power
system performance under which customer’s electricity demand is supplied and is de-
livered under the accepted standards [95]. This definition of reliability contains two
concepts: (1) Adequacy: the ability of a power system to supply the customers elec-
tricity demand via available generation units and transmission systems and reserves.
(2) Security: the ability of a power system to keep working after some contingencies
such as transmission line outages or equipment failures. In reality, each ISO com-
municates with and coordinates several balancing authorities in its covered region.
Balancing authorities are responsible for minutely maintaining the system reliability
through keeping the supply and demand balance within their borders. There may be
none, one or multiple generators under the control of each balancing authority and
also an aggregated electricity demand assigned to it, i.e. load. In the literature of
power systems research, balancing authorities are referred to as buses.
In order to maintain the reliability of such complex and uncertainty-integrated
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power systems, ISOs run a day-ahead Unit Commitment (UC) with objectives such
as minimizing the overall operational cost or maximizing the social welfare while
satisfying all system constraints across the covered region [128, 122]. Also, ISOs con-
duct Generation and Transmission Expansion Planning (GTEP) to satisfy electricity
demand and to maximize electricity trade opportunities in their markets [26]. In
addition, to improve power system resilience against possible disruptions caused by
catastrophic events, ISOs conduct Transmission Hardening Planning (THP) [74, 109].
In addition, one of the major issues in power system operations is that they face
with two types of uncertainties: (1) equipment failure uncertainty and (2) forecasting
uncertainty [91]. The former exists because of either unreliable nature of equipments
or disruptive events such as natural disasters, terrorist attacks and etc, while the latter
comes from the errors in forecasting practices such as electricity demand forecasting,
renewable energy generation forecasting and etc. Moreover, the growing trend in re-
newable energy capacity installments has added higher levels of uncertainty to power
system operations. Therefore, uncertainty management has recently become one of
the most challenging issues in power system operations and control [104]. To cope
with uncertainties, there are two remedies proposed in the power systems literature.
One is considering reserve requirement and the other is developing and implement-
ing optimization-under-uncertainty models [91]. However, the more wind capacity is
integrated into power systems, the more uncertainty they would be confronted with,
so the more reserve capacity would be required to cope with forecasting errors [38].
For example, in Texas in February 2008, a wind generation ramp down of 1700 MW
occurred within three and a half hours and caused a significant curtailment of indus-
trial demand [83]. Therefore, to maintain power grid reliability, the application of
optimization-under-uncertainty modeling techniques has received more attention.
Recently, stochastic programming (SP) [97, 36, 107] and robust optimization (RO)
[13, 128, 52] approaches have been successfully employed to cope with power systems
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operations under uncertainty. However, there are some disadvantages with both SP
and RO. In SP, it is assumed that the random parameter follows a certain probability
distribution. However, the accurate probability distribution is very hard to obtain
and inaccurate distribution assumptions may lead to unreliable decisions. Also, ro-
bust optimization approach, which is based on the worst-case scenario of the random
parameter, is too conservative and costly inefficient, because the worst-case scenario
occurs rarely. To address the drawbacks of stochastic programming and robust op-
timization approaches, distributionally robust / data-driven optimization (DRO) ap-
proaches (see, e.g., [37, 46, 55] among others) have been recently developed.
In DRO approaches, instead of considering a particular probability distribution
for the uncertain parameter, as SP does, an unknown and ambiguous probability
distribution is considered. Also, instead of considering the worst-case scenario of the
uncertain parameter, as RO does, the worst-case probability distribution is consid-
ered. To this end, by learning from a set of historical data or moment information
of the random parameter, an ambiguity set for the unknown probability distribution
of the random parameter is constructed. Then, the objective is to minimize the total
cost or to maximize the total profit under the worst-case distribution scenario within
the constructed ambiguity set. DRO is a risk-averse approach and is still conserva-
tive because it considers the worst-case distribution. However, in general DRO is less
conservative than RO [46] .
Accordingly, in this research, due to the availability of considerable amount of
historical data (such as demand data, renewable energy generation data, etc) to
ISOs, we develop DRO models to address above-mentioned problems in power system
operations under uncertainty.
In chapter 2, we propose a data-driven approach to solve the stochastic transmis-
sion expansion planning problem under demand uncertainty. In chapter 3, we develop
a data-driven approach to deal with the stochastic transmission system hardening
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planning problem in the presence of wind generation uncertainty and multiple simul-
taneous disruptive events. In chapter 4, we propose two reliability analysis schemes for
the power transmission system hardening under distributional uncertainty of random
contingencies. In chapter 5, we present a data-driven chance-constrained stochastic
unit commitment, in which the chance constraint controls the level of energy imbal-
ance. In chapter 6, we conclude this research.
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CHAPTER 2
TRANSMISSION EXPANSION PLANNING VIA DATA-DRIVEN
OPTIMIZATION
Due to the significant improvements of power generation technologies and the trend of
replacing traditional power plants with renewable generation resources, the generation
portfolio will experience dramatic changes in the near future. The uncertainty and
variability of renewable energy and their sitting call for strategic and economic plans
for expanding the transmission capacities. In this study, we develop a data-driven two-
stage stochastic transmission expansion planning with uncertainties. In the proposed
approach, purely by learning from the historical data, we first construct a confidence
set for the unknown distribution of the uncertain parameters. Then, we develop a
two-stage data-driven transmission expansion framework, by considering the worst-
case distribution within the constructed confidence set, so as to provide a reliable
while economic transmission planning decision. Furthermore, to tackle the model
complexity, we propose a decomposition framework embedded with Benders’ and
Column-and-Constraint generation methods.
2.1 Problem Description and Literature Review
Transmission expansion planning (TEP) is the problem of how to expand the trans-
mission network while satisfying the forecasted demand at minimum expansion and
operational costs over a given planning horizon. Through conducting transmission
expansion planning, ISOs can maximize electricity trade opportunities in their mar-
kets [26, 3, 43]. However, uncertainties always inherently exist in the transmission
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expansion planning, such as regular uncertainties from demand and renewable en-
ergy, and occasional changes about new policies, generator retirement, etc. [92]. To
address the uncertainties in TEP, stochastic programming (SP) and robust optimiza-
tion (RO) approaches have been extensively employed, among others such as fuzzy
models [25, 32, 27].
For stochastic programming, the uncertain parameters are either characterized by
a limited number of scenarios as their possible realizations or assumed to follow a
particular distribution. Then, the objective is to minimize the total expected cost
or to maximize the expected profit or social welfare corresponding to the generated
scenarios or assumed distribution. For instance, in [36], the uncertain demand is
interpreted as a number of scenarios with the objective of maximizing the aggre-
gate social welfare, while in [89], both transmission and generation expansion are
considered under random outages of generation units and transmission lines as well
as demand uncertainty. Recently, two-stage stochastic programs have been success-
fully used for transmission expansion problems. For example, in [58], a two-stage
stochastic programming framework is proposed to address the generation and trans-
mission expansion planning problem under equipment failure and load uncertainties,
in which the first stage considers the expansion decisions and the second stage consid-
ers the operational costs and system reliability. Also, chance-constrained stochastic
optimization approaches have been recently utilized in solving the TEP problems,
in which chance constraints are utilized to enforce the probability of generation and
transmission line capacity violations to be no more than a predefined level [116], [68].
Moreover, robust optimization approaches have been applied to many opera-
tional and planning problems arising in power systems, for instance, unit commit-
ment [128, 56, 122, 14] and optimal bidding strategy [11, 41]. As for the TEP, robust
optimization has also been used by taking different sources of uncertainty and dif-
ferent objective functions into account. For example, in [78], random contingencies
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are considered as the source of uncertainty in a multi-stage framework, while in [52],
intermittent renewable energy as well as the demand uncertainty are considered in a
two-stage model. In addition, in [4], the investment cost of new transmission lines
and demand information are considered as unknown parameters. In [29], with the
objectives of minimizing the worst-case cost and the worst-case regret, a trilevel opti-
mization model is proposed under the unknown generation expansion behavior of the
electricity suppliers and the demand uncertainties. In general, for robust optimiza-
tion approaches, to characterize possible realizations of the uncertain parameter, a
deterministic uncertainty set, such as an interval, a cardinality uncertainty set, or a
polyhedral uncertainty set, is constructed. The objective of the robust optimization
based TEP framework is to minimize expansion and operational costs or regret by
considering the worst-case scenario of random parameters in the predefined uncer-
tainty set. Therefore, the robust optimization based approaches can provide reliable
and conservative decisions.
However, both stochastic and robust optimization approaches face challenges in
practice. For the stochastic optimization approach, the distributions of the uncertain
parameters, such as renewable generation output, are often assumed known. How-
ever, the obtained scheduling can be sensitive to the distributions and thus can be
biased in practice with an inaccurate distribution assumption. In this case, both cost
effectiveness and system reliability can be compromised. On the other hand, for the
robust optimization approach, the system performance is determined by considering
the worst-case scenario of the random parameter, therefore, the solutions are often
too conservative and pessimistic, which may lead to large system costs. Also, this
approach requires limited information to construct the uncertainty set, which does
not utilize the available historical data to a largest extent.
Many works have been done recently to address the above-mentioned challenges
arising in stochastic programming and robust optimization approaches. For instance,
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recent application of robust optimization approach uses a parameter called “budget of
uncertainty” to control the level of conservativeness (see, e.g., [128, 56, 14, 11, 41, 52],
among others). In addition, hybrid stochastic programming and robust optimiza-
tion approaches have been recently proposed against over-conservativeness and heavy
computational burden (see, e.g., [122, 39, 82, 44], among others). However, these
approaches still consider the worst-case scenario of the random parameter in the cor-
responding uncertainty set in their objective functions, and they are not able to utilize
historical data to a large extent to cope with uncertainty. To address these challenges,
accordingly, distributionally-robust and data-driven optimization concepts have also
been proposed.
For the distributionally-robust and data-driven optimization approaches, instead
of considering the randomness of uncertain parameters, an unknown probability dis-
tribution is considered and characterized by learning from the available historical
data [37, 46, 55, 125, 124]. Other than assuming any particular probability distribu-
tion of the random parameters as the traditional stochastic optimization approach
does, a confidence set is constructed, with a certain confidence level (for example
95%) to cover the unknown probability distribution, and the probability distribution
can run adversely within the confidence set. The objective of the model is to minimize
the worst-case cost associated with the worst-case distribution in the confidence set.
Though this approach is still a risk-averse approach, the conservativeness is in general
less than that of the traditional robust optimization approach [46]. It is also shown
that the level of conservativeness decreases as the size of historical data increases.
The theoretical frameworks of the distributionally-robust and data-driven optimiza-
tion approaches have been recently applied to power system optimization problems.
For example, in [126], a data-driven two-stage stochastic program is utilized to address
unit commitment under wind power uncertainty. In [15], a distributionally-robust op-
timization framework is presented to optimize reserve scheduling with partial infor-
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mation of renewable energy. In [111], a two-stage distributionally-robust optimization
model is proposed for jointly optimizing energy and reserve under wind uncertainty.
In [?], a distributionally-robust chance-constrained model is formulated to address
optimal power flow under wind, load and reserve capacity uncertainties. However,
to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to apply distributionally-robust /
data-driven optimization concept to solve transmission expansion problems.
In this study, we propose a data-driven risk-averse two-stage stochastic transmis-
sion expansion planning framework, in which the first stage deals with transmission
line expansion decisions, while the second stage considers the worst-case operational
cost (production cost and load shedding penalty cost) associated with the worst-case
distribution of the random demand. Note here that our proposed model can be equiv-
alently applied with renewable energy (e.g. wind power) uncertainty, which will be
discussed in more detail in section 2.5. Moreover, we develop a novel decomposition
approach that combines both Benders’ and Column-and-Constraint generation meth-
ods [120] to address the problem. The contributions of this research can be listed as
follows:
1. A data-driven risk-averse stochastic optimization framework is utilized to ad-
dress the transmission expansion planning problem under uncertainties, which
can provide a more robust transmission expansion decision than the traditional
stochastic optimization approach, while a more economic expansion decision
than the traditional robust optimization approach.
2. The proposed approach utilizes historical data information to a larger extent,
as compared with robust optimization approaches. In addition, a reformulation
of the proposed framework can be obtained, which does not lead to a heavier
computational burden as more data is received. However, when the size of his-
torical data becomes larger, and the conservativeness of the proposed approach
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decreases and eventually vanishes as the size of data goes to infinity.
2. A new decomposition framework is proposed to solve the problem. The compu-
tational results show that the proposed decomposition method leads less com-
putational time as compared with Benders’ decomposition and Column-and-
Constraint generation.
The remaining parts of this chapter are organized as follows: In Section 2.2, we
define sets, parameters and variables. In Section 2.3, we construct the confidence
set for the unknown probability distribution of the uncertain load. Then, the data-
driven two-stage stochastic formulation is presented. In section 2.4, the proposed
decomposition technique along with the solution algorithm are described. In section
2.5, the extensions are provided. In section 2.6, numerical results from the case studies
are discussed. Finally, the research is concluded in section 2.7.
2.2 Nomenclature
A. Indices
H Index set of time periods in the planning horizon (e.g., 20 years).
T Index set of load blocks.
B Index set of all buses.
Ee Index set of existing transmission lines.
Ec Index set of candidate transmission lines.
Bi Index set of all buses directly connected to bus i.
K Index set of technology types.
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B. Parameters
V Tij,t Construction cost for new transmission line (i, j) at year t.
V Gi,k,t Investment cost for new generation unit of technology k at bus i at year
t.
Wi,k,t Power production cost of technology k at bus i at year t.
Li,t Load shedding cost at bus i at year t.
Fij Flow capacity of transmission line (i, j).
Cgi,k,t Existing generation unit capacity of technology k at bus i at year t.
Cei,k,t Candidate generation unit capacity of technology k at bus i at year t.
ν Market interest rate.
Xij Reactance of transmission line (i, j).
θmini Phase angle lower limit at bus i.
θmaxi Phase angle upper limit at bus i.
di,t,b Demand at bus i at year t load block b.
wi,t,b Renewable energy output at bus i at year t load block b.
C. Decision Variables
zij,t Binary decision variable to indicate whether transmission line (i, j) is
constructed at year t.
yij,t Binary decision variable to indicate whether transmission line (i, j) ex-
ists at year t.
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ui,k,t Binary decision variable to indicate whether new generation unit of
technology k is constructed at bus i at year t.
ri,k,t Binary decision variable to indicate whether generation unit of technol-
ogy k at bus i exists at year t.
xi,k,t,b Power generation of technology k at bus i at year t load block b.
fij,t,b Power flow from bus i to bus j on transmission line (i, j) at year t load
block b.
θi,t,b Phase angle at bus i at year t load block b.
si,t,b Load shedding at bus i at year t load block b.
wci,t,b Renewable energy curtailment at bus i at year t load block b.
2.3 Problem Formulation
In this section, we propose a data-driven two-stage stochastic TEP model. The
objective of the proposed model considers the construction cost in the first stage
and the expected operational and load shedding costs corresponding to the real-
time demand realizations in the second stage. In the model, the first-stage decisions
include the construction decisions for all the candidate lines, before observing the
true demand scenario. The second-stage decisions include the power generation level
for each bus, power flow and phase angle for each transmission line, after knowing the
actual demand. However, as we described in Section 2.1, it is biased to assume any
particular distribution of the demand, which is usually unknown in practice. Instead,
a set of historical data is available. In this study, we allow the probability distribution
of the demand to be ambiguous and run adversely in a confidence set, and we learn
from the historical data to construct the confidence set by introducing several distance
measures of probability distributions. Note here that the historical data may not be
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able to fully characterize the demand behavior in the future. Many other factors,
such that smartgrids, electric vehicles, and demand response, may affect the future
demand as well. However, in this study, we will focus on the utilization of historical
data without considering the impact of these new technologies. Based on this, we
develop a data-driven stochastic optimization approach to provide a risk-averse TEP
decision with the demand uncertainty.
2.3.1 Confidence Set Construction
One approach to construct the confidence set is based on the moment information
of the random parameter [37, 131]. By estimating the the mean values (denoted by
µˆ) and the covariance matrices (denoted by Σ0) of the uncertain parameters through
learning from the historical data, the moment-based confidence set D can be con-
structed as:
D =
{
P ∈M+ : (EP [ξ]− µˆ)TΣ−10 (EP [ξ]− µˆ) ≤ 1,
EP [(ξ − µˆ)(ξ − µˆ)T ]  2Σ0
}
, (2.1)
whereM+ denotes the set of all distributions. Here, 1 and 2 can depend on the size
of historical data. In this case, a larger size of historical data leads to lower values of
1 and 2; and accurate values of the first and second moments would be attainable as
the size of data goes to infinity. However, even with fixed first and second moments,
there are still an infinite number of probability distributions in D.
In this research, we adopt a distribution-based approach to construct the confi-
dence set D. That is, instead of considering moment information, we construct the
confidence set based on the distribution information. The distribution-based confi-
dence set is shown as follows:
D = {P ∈M+ : d(P, Pˆ ) ≤ ϕ}, (2.2)
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where P denotes the true distribution, Pˆ represents the reference distribution de-
rived from the historical data, d(P, Pˆ ) is the predefined probability distance between
P and Pˆ ; and ϕ represents a tolerance level of the distance. To obtain the refer-
ence distribution, both parametric and nonparametric methods have already been
utilized. Parametric estimation methods assume the random parameter follows a
predefined distribution (e.g., normal distribution) and the parameters (e.g., the mean
and variance) of the assumed distribution can be estimated through learning from
the historical data [101]. Here, we adopt nonparametric estimation methods that can
get rid of the distribution assumption.
2.3.2 Reference Distribution
We use the histogram as our reference distribution. That is, we partition the sample
space Ω into N bins, i.e., Ω =
⋃N
n=1Bn. Then, by counting the frequency of data
samples falling into each bin, Sn, we can determine the reference distribution Pˆ =
(pˆ1, pˆ2, ..., pˆN), in which pˆn = Sn/S, ∀n = 1, 2, · · · , N . Specially, for the case that the
true distribution is discrete, to get the reference distribution, for each scenario n, we
count the number of historical data samples matching scenario n, and then divided
by S to calculate the corresponding probability. Note here that the computational
complexity of our data-driven approach only depends on the number of bins in the
histogram. Therefore, the computational complexity of our proposed approach does
not change as long as the number of bins is unchanged.
2.3.3 Probability Metrics and Value of ϕ
Intuitively, as we observe more information of the true distribution, i.e., more histori-
cal data samples, we can get a better estimation of the reference distribution, that is,
the “distance” between the reference distribution and the true distribution becomes
smaller. To measure the distance between two distributions, we can apply different
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probability metrics. For instances, in [126], L1 and L∞ probability metrics have been
applied to construct the confidence set:
d1(P, Pˆ ) = ‖P − Pˆ‖1 =
N∑
n=1
|pn − pˆn|, (2.3)
d∞(P, Pˆ ) = ‖P − Pˆ‖∞ = max
1≤n≤N
|pn − pˆn|. (2.4)
The Wasserstein metric has also been studied recently to construct the confidence
set:
dW (P, Pˆ ) = inf
J
{EJ [d(X, Y )]|X ∼ P, Y ∼ Pˆ}, (2.5)
where J denotes all joint distributions of the random variables X and Y with marginal
distributions P and Pˆ . Accordingly, different metrics lead to different convergence
rates, i.e., the value of ϕ. For instance, for the above-introduced metrics, the values
of ϕ are listed as follows, respectively:
ϕ1 = (N/2S) log(2N/1− β), (2.6)
ϕ∞ = (1/2S) log(2N/1− β), (2.7)
ϕW = D
√
(2/S) log(1/1− β), (2.8)
where D is the diameter of Ω. For more details, the readers can refer to [125] and [124].
In this study, we use L1 norm to construct the confidence set as below:
D = {P ∈ RN+ |
N∑
n=1
|pn − pˆn| ≤ ϕ1}. (2.9)
Based on (2.6), the tolerance level ϕ1 depends on the size of data samples and the
confidence level β such that as the size of historical data S goes to infinity, the value
of ϕ1 goes to 0 and consequently, Pˆ converges to P .
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2.3.4 Data-Driven TEP Framework
With the given confidence set of the ambiguous distribution of the uncertain demand,
we formulate the data-driven stochastic TEP framework as follows:
min
∑
(i,j)∈Ec
∑
t∈H
V Tij,tzij,t + max
P∈D
E[Q(y, z, ξ)] (2.10)
s.t. −yij,t−1 + yij,t − zij,t ≤ 0, ∀t ∈ H,∀(i, j) ∈ Ec, (2.11)
yij,t−1 − yij,t ≤ 0, ∀t ∈ H,∀(i, j) ∈ Ec, (2.12)
yij,t, zij,t ∈ {0, 1}, (2.13)
where Q(y, z, ξ) is equivalent to
min
∑
i∈B
∑
k∈K
∑
t∈H
∑
b∈T
(1 + ν)t(Wi,k,txi,k,t,b(ξ) + Li,tsi,t,b(ξ)) (2.14)
s.t.∑
k∈K
xi,k,t,b(ξ) +
∑
j∈Bi(.,i)
fji,t,b(ξ)−
∑
j∈Bi(i,.)
fij,t,b(ξ)
+si,t,b(ξ) = di,t,b(ξ), ∀i ∈ B,∀t ∈ H,∀b ∈ T , (2.15)
xi,k,t,b(ξ) ≤ Cgi,k,t, ∀i ∈ B,∀k ∈ K,∀t ∈ H,∀b ∈ T , (2.16)
−Fij ≤ fij,t,b(ξ) ≤ Fij, ∀(i, j) ∈ Ee,∀t ∈ H,∀b ∈ T , (2.17)
−Fijyij,t ≤ fij,t,b(ξ) ≤ Fijyij,t, ∀(i, j) ∈ Ec,∀t ∈ H,∀b ∈ T , (2.18)
fij,t,b(ξ) = (θi,t,b(ξ)− θj,t,b(ξ))/Xij,
∀(i, j) ∈ Ee,∀t ∈ H,∀b ∈ T , (2.19)
(θi,t,b(ξ)− θj,t,b(ξ))/Xij − fij,t,b(ξ) + (1− yij,t)M ≥ 0,
∀(i, j) ∈ Ec, ∀t ∈ H,∀b ∈ T , (2.20)
(θi,t,b(ξ)− θj,t,b(ξ))/Xij − fij,t,b(ξ)− (1− yij,t)M ≤ 0,
∀(i, j) ∈ Ec, ∀t ∈ H,∀b ∈ T , (2.21)
θmini ≤ θi,t,b(ξ) ≤ θmaxi ,∀i ∈ B,∀t ∈ H,∀b ∈ T , (2.22)
xi,k,t,b(ξ), si,t,b(ξ) ≥ 0, (2.23)
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where the objective function (3.10) is to minimize the total expansion and expected
operational costs over a given planning horizon under the worst-case distribution
in D. Expansion cost is considered as total investments in transmission line con-
structions, while overall operational cost includes generation costs and load shedding
costs. Constraints (2.11) and (2.12) indicate the transmission line construction sta-
tus. Constraints (3.15) represent the power balance constraints. Constraints (3.16)
enforce the generation capacity limit at each bus. Constraints (2.17) and (2.18) en-
force the power flow limit for existing transmission lines and candidate transmission
lines, respectively. Constraints (2.19) determine the power flow in terms of nodal
phase angles of the existing transmission lines. Constraints (2.20) and (2.21) deter-
mine the power flow in terms of nodal phase angles of candidate lines, which are
equivalent to fij,t,b(ξ) = (θi,t,b(ξ) − θj,t,b(ξ))/Xijyij,t by using the big-M method. Fi-
nally, constraints (3.17) enforce phase angle limits.
In the second-stage objective function, due to the independence of different sce-
narios ξn, we can interchange the second-stage minimization and summation (corre-
sponding to the expectation term) operations. Hence, the objective function of the
data-driven risk-averse two-stage stochastic model can be reformulated as follows:
min
∑
(i,j)∈Ec
∑
t∈H
V Tij,tzij,t
+ max
P∈D
min
N∑
n=1
∑
i∈B
∑
k∈K
∑
t∈H
∑
b∈T
pni,t,b(1 + ν)
t
(
Wi,k,txi,k,t,b(ξ
n)
+Li,tsi,t,b(ξ
n)
)
. (2.24)
2.4 Solution Methodology
In this section, we employ a decomposition algorithm framework, which utilizes both
Benders’ decomposition method and the Column-and-Constraint generation proce-
dure [120], to solve the proposed data-driven model.
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2.4.1 Second-Stage Reformulation
We dualize constraints (3.15) to (4.10) to obtain the following (SUB) problem:
ω(y, z) =
max
N∑
n=1
(∑
i∈B
∑
t∈H
∑
b∈T
(dni,t,bγ
n
i,t,b − θmaxi ρ¯ni,t,b + θmini ρ˜ni,t,b)
−
∑
i∈B
∑
k∈K
∑
t∈H
∑
b∈T
Cgi,k,tλ
n
i,k,t,b −
∑
(i,j)∈Ee
∑
t∈H
∑
b∈T
Fij(η¯
n
ij,t,b + η˜
n
ij,t,b)
+
∑
(i,j)∈Ec
∑
t∈H
∑
b∈T
(− Fijyij,t(µ¯nij,t,b + µ˜nij,t,b)
+Xij(yij,t − 1)M(σ¯nij,t,b + σ˜nij,t,b)
))
(2.25)
s.t.
γni,t,b − λni,k,t,b − (1 + ν)tWi,k,tpni,t,b ≤ 0, ∀i,∀k,∀t, ∀b,∀n (2.26)
γni,t,b − γnj,t,b − η¯nij,t,b + η˜nij,t,b +Xijτnij,t,b = 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ Ee, ∀t, ∀b, ∀n (2.27)
γni,t,b − γnj,t,b − µ¯nij,t,b + µ˜nij,t,b −Xijσ¯nij,t,b +Xijσ˜nij,t,b = 0,
∀(i, j) ∈ Ec,∀t,∀b,∀n (2.28)∑
(i,j)∈Ee(.,i)
τnij,t,b −
∑
(i,j)∈Ee(i,.)
τnij,t,b +
∑
(i,j)∈Ec(i,.)
(σ¯nij,t,b − σ˜nij,t,b)
+
∑
(i,j)∈Ec(.,i)
(σ˜nij,t,b − σ¯nij,t,b)− ρ¯ni,t,b + ρ˜ni,t,b = 0, ∀i,∀t, ∀b, ∀n (2.29)
γni,t,b − (1 + ν)tLi,tpni,t,b ≤ 0, ∀i, ∀t,∀b,∀n (2.30)
pni,t,b − kni,t,b ≤ pˆni,t,b, ∀i, ∀t,∀b,∀n (2.31)
pni,t,b + k
n
i,t,b ≥ pˆni,t,b, ∀i,∀t,∀b,∀n (2.32)
N∑
n=1
kni,t,b ≤ ϕ1, ∀i, ∀t, ∀b, (2.33)
N∑
n=1
pni,t,b = 1, ∀i, ∀t,∀b (2.34)
η¯nij,t,b, η˜
n
ij,t,b, µ¯
n
ij,t,b, µ˜
n
ij,t,b, σ¯
n
ij,t,b, σ˜
n
ij,t,b, ρ¯
n
i,t,b, ρ˜
n
i,t,b ≥ 0,
λni,k,t,b, p
n
i,t,b, k
n
i,t,b ≥ 0, γni,t,b, τnij,t,b are free, (2.35)
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where γni,t,b and λ
n
i,k,t,b are dual variables of constraints (3.15) and (3.16), respectively,
η¯nij,t,b and η˜
n
ij,t,b are dual variables of constraints (2.17), µ¯
n
ij,t,b and µ˜
n
ij,t,b are dual vari-
ables of constraints (2.18), τnij,t,b is dual variable of constraint (2.19), σ¯
n
ij,t,b and σ˜
n
ij,t,b
are dual variables of constraints (2.20) and (2.21), respectively, ρ¯ni,t,b and ρ˜
n
i,t,b are dual
variables of constraints (3.17). In addition, constraints (2.31) - (2.33) represent the
confidence set D, where pni,t,b and pˆni,t,b denote the true distribution and the reference
distribution, respectively, with slack variable kni,t,b representing |pni,t,b − pˆni,t,b|.
2.4.2 Cutting Planes
In the proposed decomposition framework, the following cuts are generated:
Benders’ feasibility and optimality cuts
For the feasibility check, since we allow load shedding in the model, the second-stage
constraints (3.15) to (4.10) are always feasible for any given first-stage variables y
and z. Therefore, the first-stage feasibility is guaranteed and no feasibility check is
needed.
As for optimality cuts, in each iteration, we obtain ω(y, z) for the given first-stage
decisions y and z. Let ϑ represent the second-stage optimal objective value, we should
have ω(y, z) ≤ ϑ. Otherwise, if ω(y, z) > ϑ, the following optimality cut is added to
the master problem:
ϑ+
N∑
n=1
( ∑
(i,j)∈Ec
∑
t∈H
∑
b∈T
Fij(µ¯
n
ij,t,b + µ˜
n
ij,t,b)yij,t −XijM(σ¯nij,t,b + σ˜nij,t,b)yij,t
)
≥
N∑
n=1
(∑
i∈B
∑
t∈H
∑
b∈T
(dni,t,bγ
n
i,t,b − θmaxi ρ¯ni,t,b + θmini ρ˜ni,t,b)
−
∑
i∈B
∑
k∈K
∑
t∈H
∑
b∈T
Cgi,k,tλ
n
i,k,t,b −
∑
(i,j)∈Ee
∑
t∈H
∑
b∈T
Fij(η¯
n
ij,t,b + η˜
n
ij,t,b)
−
∑
(i,j)∈Ec
∑
t∈H
∑
b∈T
(
XijM(σ¯
n
ij,t,b + σ˜
n
ij,t,b)
))
. (2.36)
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Column-and-Constraint Generation
According to the Column-and-Constraint generation method explained in [120], in
iteration s, after we obtain the optimal distribution ps from the (SUB) problem, if
ω(y, z) > ϑ, then the following cut is added to the master problem:
ϑ ≥
N∑
n=1
∑
i∈B
∑
k∈K
∑
t∈H
∑
b∈T
pnsi,t,b(1 + ν)
t
(
Wi,k,txi,k,t,b(ξ
n) + Li,tsi,t,b(ξ
n)
)
. (2.37)
2.4.3 Solution Algorithm
We have the following master problem (MP) for the proposed decomposition frame-
work:
min
∑
(i,j)∈Ec
∑
t∈H
V Tij,tzij,t + ϑ
s.t. Constraints (2.11)− (3.11),
Constraints (3.15)− (4.10) for each ξn,
Constraints (5.38)− (2.37),
where cuts are added to the master problem in an iterative manner until the optimal
solution or predefined optimality gap is achieved. The solution algorithm can be
summarized in the following steps:
1. Initialization.
2. Solve MP and get the first-stage decision variables y, z and ϑ.
3. Fix y and z and solve the (SUB) problem and obtain ω(y, z).
4. Check the optimality condition. If ω(y, z) ≤ ϑ, then stop and output the result.
Otherwise, if ω(y, z) > ϑ, generate and add cuts (5.38) and (2.37) to MP and
go to step 2.
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2.5 Extensions and Future Work
This model can be easily extended to the case that renewable energy is another
dimension of uncertainty in the power system. Let wi,t,b represent the renewable
energy output and wci,t,b represent the curtailed amount of renewable energy, then we
have:
∑
k∈K
xi,k,t,b +
∑
j∈Bi
fij,t,b(ξ) + si,t,b(ξ)−wci,t,b(ξ) = di,t,b(ξ)− wi,t,b(ξ),
∀i ∈ B,∀t ∈ H, ∀b ∈ T , (2.38)
wci,t,b(ξ) ≤ wi,t,b(ξ), ,∀i ∈ B,∀t ∈ H,∀b ∈ T . (2.39)
In addition, the term
∑
i∈B
∑
t∈H
∑
b∈T Ci,tw
c
i,t,b(ξ) is added to the second-stage ob-
jective function, where Ci,t is the wind power curtailment penalty cost for bus i at
time t. Note here that random parameter ξ follows a joint probability distribution of
demand d and renewable energy output w.
In addition, the proposed data-driven framework can be extended to the joint
transmission and generation expansion planning under demand uncertainty as follows:
min
∑
(i,j)∈Ec
∑
t∈H
V Tij,tzij,t +
∑
i∈B
∑
k∈K
∑
t∈H
∑
b∈T
V Gij,tui,k,t
+(1 + λ)t(Wi,k,txi,k,t,b + Li,tsi,t,b) (2.40)
s.t.
−ri,k,t−1 + ri,k,t − ui,k,t ≤ 0, ∀i,∀t,∀k, (2.41)
ri,k,t−1 − ri,k,t ≤ 0,∀i ∈ B, ∀i, ∀t,∀k, (2.42)
xi,k,t,b ≤ Cei,k,tri,k,t + Cgi,k,t, ∀i,∀k,∀t, ∀b, (2.43)
Constraints (2.11) to (3.15), (2.17) to (4.10),
ri,k,t, ui,k,t ∈ {0, 1}, (2.44)
where constraints (2.41) and (2.42) indicate the new generation unit and existence,
and constraint (2.43) indicates the generation capacity at each bus. Note here that
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new generation installments can potentially affect the transmission expansion plan-
ning solutions. For example, if the generation expansion decisions are made in some
buses, more generation capacities will be available in these buses to accommodate
demand uncertainty, e.g., see constraint (2.43) as compared with constraint (3.16),
which will potentially lead to less transmission expansions.
2.6 Case Study
In this section, to show the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we test a 6-bus
system and an IEEE 118-bus system (available at http://motor.ece.iit.edu/data) to
conduct numerical experiments. In this study, a planning horizon of 20 years is
considered during which planning decisions are made yearly. In order to generate
scenarios of the uncertain demand, we assume that demand follows a multivariate
normal distribution and the mean values of demand increase by 1 percent yearly [75].
Also, we set the covariance to be 0.2 of its mean. Moreover, we consider three
types of generation technologies (coal, natural gas and wind technologies) [29]. As
it is mentioned in [75], it is predicted that incentive programs, (e.g. a tax credit
program), which encourage investments in renewable and natural gas plants, will
result in generation capacity increase by 1 percent annually in these types of plants.
In addition, it is also predicted that the retirement plans for coal plants will lead to a
yearly reduction by 1 percent in coal plant generation capacity. Hence, for numerical
experiments, we increase the wind farm and natural gas plant capacities and decrease
coal plant capacities by 1 percent annually. The market interest rate is assumed to
be 0.1 yearly. To conduct the numerical experiments, we implement the proposed
formulation and algorithm by C++ and CPLEX 12.6 and run it on a computer with
Intel Xeon 3.2 GHz and 8 GB memory.
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B4 B5 B6
B1 B2 B3
C1 G1 G2
C2 W1 W2
Figure 2.1: Modified 6-bus system
Table 2.1: 6-bus system modifications
Bus
Tech Load Generation Generation Load Shedding
Type (MW) Capacity Cost Cost
(MW) ($/MWh) (×1000$/MWh)
1 Coal 300 350 68 11.3
2 Gas 100 200 55 14.5
3 Gas 100 150 48 13.0
4 Coal 300 350 55 12.8
5 Wind 100 350 0 10.5
6 Wind 100 350 0 12.4
Table 2.2: 6-bus system candidate lines
Candidate
From To
Reactance Capacity Construction
Line (Ω) (MW) Cost($m)
1 1 5 0.016 500 224
2 4 6 0.037 500 110
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2.6.1 6-Bus System
The 6-bus system, presented in Fig. 2.1, includes six buses and seven transmission
lines. Specific settings for the 6-bus system are presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2. We
consider 2 coal plants, 2 natural gas plants and 2 wind farms, as well as 2 candidate
transmission lines (denoted by dotted lines). In addition, the mean demands for each
bus for the first year of the planning horizon are presented in the third column of
Table 2.1.
For the 6-bus system, we first show the effects of the size of historical data and
the confidence level on the conservativeness of the proposed approach. Then, we
compare the performance of the proposed approach with the traditional two-stage
stochastic optimization (e.g., [68]) and the traditional two-stage robust optimization
(e.g., [52, 29]) approaches.
Table 2.3: Effects of the size of historical data on total cost
# DDTEP STEP STEP P
of
ϕ
Obj CPU Obj CPU Obj CPU
data ($m) (s) ($m) (s) ($m) (s)
10 1.7269 698.8 2 595.9 2 623.2 2
50 0.3454 656.2 2 614.2 2 623.2 2
100 0.1727 642.1 2 613.2 2 623.2 2
500 0.0345 629.7 2 621.4 2 623.2 2
1000 0.0173 626.1 2 621.6 2 623.2 2
5000 0.0035 623.6 2 622.5 2 623.2 2
10000 0.0017 623.4 2 622.9 2 623.2 2
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Figure 2.2: Effects of the size of historical data on total cost
Effects of the size of historical data
In this section, we investigate how the conservativeness level and total cost of the
DDTEP model are affected by the size of historical data. We consider a range from
10 to 10000 for the number of historical data points and set the confidence level β to be
99%; then, we test the system performance of the data-driven stochastic transmission
expansion planing model (denoted by DDTEP), the traditional two-stage stochastic
transmission expansion planing with the estimated distribution learned from historical
data (denoted by STEP) and with the perfect distribution information (denoted by
STEP P). For STEP P, a set of 50000 historical data points is used to approximate the
true probability distribution of the uncertain demand for each bus at each time period.
It can be observed that as the size of historical data increases, the value of ϕ decreases.
Accordingly, a smaller value of ϕ leads to a smaller confidence set which subsequently,
leads DDTEP to be less conservative. Hence, as the size of historical data increases,
the conservativeness of the model decreases and the objective value of DDTEP tends
to decrease. It indicates that the more data system operators can utilize, the more
money they can save. Table 2.3 and Fig. 5.1 show DDTEP converges to STEP P
as the number of historical data increases. That is, the conservativeness vanishes as
we have a large number of data. In addition, with more historical data, STEP also
converges to STEP P, since more accurate estimation of the true distribution can be
obtained with more data. We can also observe that DDTEP does not increase the
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computational efforts as compared with STEP P.
Table 2.4: Effects of the confidence level on total cost
β
DDTEP
ϕ Obj($m)
0.5 0.0749 629.9
0.6 0.0805 630.8
0.7 0.0877 632.0
0.8 0.0978 633.5
0.9 0.1151 635.8
0.95 0.1325 638.0
0.99 0.1727 642.1
Effects of the confidence level
It can be observed from equality (2.6) that the construction of the confidence set
depends on the value of confidence level β. Therefore, we conduct this experiment to
illustrate the effect of confidence level β on the performance of DDTEP. We assume
the number of historical data points to be 100 and the range of β to be from 0.5 to
0.99. As shown in Table 2.4, as the value of β increases, the value of ϕ1 increases.
A larger ϕ1 can be inferred as having higher chance that the confidence set contains
the unknown distribution. Therefore, with larger values of β, DDTEP becomes more
conservative and its objective value increases. Indeed, this relationship provides an
opportunity to system operators to adjust the conservativeness level of the system
based on their preference of confidence level β.
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Table 2.5: DDTEP versus STEP and RTEP
Approach Plan
CC WCD SimD CPU
($m) ($m) ($m) (s)
DDTEP (2)(1) 110 696.5 675.3 2
RTEP (1,2)(1,1) 334 701.8 684.5 2
STEP - 0 699.5 676.8 2
Comparisons with stochastic and robust optimization approaches
In this section, to show the effectiveness of our proposed approach, we conduct nu-
merical experiments on the 6-bus system to compare the performance of our DDTEP
approach with the traditional two-stage stochastic transmission expansion planning
(STEP) and the traditional two-stage robust transmission expansion planning (de-
noted by RTEP). We let the size of historical data to be 100 and the confidence
level β to be 99%, and solve the transmission expansion planning problem under de-
mand uncertainty using the DDTEP, STEP and RTEP, respectively. Then, we fix the
first-stage expansion plans obtained from each approach and solve the second-stage
problem for randomly simulated instances. We report the results in Table 2.5. The
second and the third columns present the expansion plans and the associated con-
struction costs, respectively. For example, the expansion plan obtained by DDTEP
suggests candidate line 2 to be constructed in time period 1 and the expansion plan
obtained by RTEP suggests both candidate lines 1 and 2 to be constructed in time
period 1. However, STEP suggests no candidate line needs to be constructed, from
which we can observe STEP is the least conservative model compared with DDTEP
and RTEP. From Table 2.5 we can observe that, DDTEP performs better than both
RTEP and STEP, since DDTEP results in lower total costs under both the worst-case
distribution scenario (indicated by WCD) and the randomly simulated distribution
scenario (indicated by SimD) in comparison with the other two. That is because on
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one hand, as compared with DDTEP, STEP leads to no line constructions, so it is not
able to accommodate large load fluctuations and therefore yields to more load shed-
ding. On the other hand, as compared with DDTEP, RTEP is over conservative by
sacrificing more average cost-effectiveness to consider the worst-case load realization,
which happens rarely in practice.
2.6.2 118-Bus System
For the 118-bus system, we first compare DDTEP with STEP and RTEP. Then,
we compare our proposed decomposition approach with Benders’ decomposition and
Column-and-Constraint generation approaches.
Comparisons with stochastic and robust optimization approaches
In order to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, we also conduct
numerical experiments on the modified IEEE 118-bus system. In this case, we allow
the number of candidate lines to vary in the range of 9 to 13 and then we compare the
proposed approach with the STEP and RTEP approaches. Also, we set the size of
historical data to be 100 and the value of β to be 99%. We apply the same simulation
procedure as the one previously and report the expansion plans in Table 2.6 for five
different cases of candidate lines, obtained from the DDTEP, RETP and STEP.
In addition, the cost values corresponding to the expansion plans in Table 2.6 for
both DDTEP and STEP are reported in Table 5.3. Although the expansion costs for
DDTEP are higher than STEP, the proposed DDTEP results in lower total costs as
compared with STEP for the whole planning horizon, under both WCD and SimD, for
all five cases. That is because DDTEP leads to more new line constructions to hedge
against the risk of electricity demand variability to avoid load shedding as compared
with STEP, so it is a risk-averse approach. Therefore, in case of unexpected large
load realization, DDTEP plan yields to less load shedding compared with STEP plan.
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Table 2.6: Expansion plans
# of
DDTEP RTEP STEPcandidate
lines
9
(3,4,5,7,8) (1,3,5,8) (4,5,7)
(1,1,1,5,1) (1,1,11,1) (1,1,1)
10
(3,4,5,7,8,10) (1,3,5,8,10) (4,5,7)
(1,1,1,5,1,1) (1,1,11,1,1) (1,1,1)
11
(3,4,5,7,8,10,11) (1,3,5,8,10) (4,5,7,11)
(1,1,1,5,1,1,1) (1,1,11,1,1) (1,1,1,1)
12
(3,4,5,7,8,10,11) (1,3,5,8,10) (4,5,7,11)
(1,1,1,5,1,1,1) (1,1,11,1,1) (1,1,1,1)
13
(3,4,5,7,8,10,11) (3,5,8,10,13) (4,5,7,11)
(1,1,1,5,1,1,1) (1,11,1,1,1) (1,1,1,1)
Table 2.7: DDTEP versus STEP
# of DDTEP STEP
candidate WCD Sim D CPU WCD Sim D CPU
lines ($m) ($m) (s) ($m) ($m) (s)
9 3597.9 2968.3 107 3611.5 2971.9 55
10 3598.9 2967.2 86 3611.3 2971.7 58
11 3596.4 2959.5 89 3607.9 2963.9 59
12 3596.4 2959.8 92 3608.3 2964.4 59
13 3597.4 2961.9 93 3609.6 2966.3 60
Consequently, DDTEP leads to less load shedding cost and therefore less total cost
compared with STEP model. Furthermore, we compare the proposed DDTEP with
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Table 2.8: DDTEP versus RTEP
# of DDTEP RTEP
candidate WCD Sim D CPU WCD Sim D CPU
lines ($m) ($m) (s) ($m) ($m) (s)
9 3597.9 2968.3 107 3600.6 3034.3 135
10 3598.9 2967.2 86 3604.3 3036.1 99
11 3596.4 2959.5 89 3601.2 3030.8 102
12 3596.4 2959.8 92 3601.1 3031.5 106
13 3597.4 2961.9 93 3602.2 2985.0 108
RTEP and report the computational results in Table 2.8. As compared with RTEP,
DDTEP results in lower total costs under WCD and SimD. That is because RTEP is
more conservative by considering the worst-case demand scenario and therefore leads
to more system costs, as compared with DDTEP, in which the worst-case demand
distribution is considered.
In general, by utilizing the historical data and allowing the ambiguous distribution,
DDTEP leads to a more cost-efficient transmission expansion plan than the one of
RTEP and a more reliable plan than the one of STEP. Indeed, considering the worst-
case ambiguous distribution in the confidence set mitigates the effects of the blindly
assumed distribution in STEP and lower utilization of historical information in RTEP.
Consequently, the proposed data-driven approach leads to less load shedding for the
real time, which results in higher reliability and cost efficiency.
Comparison with other separation algorithms
Here, we show the computational efficiency of our solution methodology (denoted as
BCC) as compared with Benders’ decomposition (BD) and Column-and-Constraint
(CC) generation methods. We set the optimality gap to be 0.1%. In table 2.9, we
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report the computational time for each approaches. It can be observed that CC
works much better than BD, since in general CC leads to less iterations to achieve
optima as compared with BD and therefore yields to less computational time. For
more information of CC approach, interested readers can find in [120]. Moreover,
Table 2.9 shows the proposed BCC outperforms both BD and CC methods in terms
of computational time, since it generates both BD and CC cuts in the one iteration,
which takes advantage of both BD and CC approaches.
Table 2.9: Comparing different separation methods
# of
candidate BCC CC BD
lines (s) (s) (s)
9 107 125 >3600
10 86 126 >3600
11 89 141 >3600
12 92 142 >3600
13 93 142 >3600
2.7 Summary
In this chapter, we proposed a data-driven approach to solve the stochastic trans-
mission expansion planning problem under demand uncertainty. By learning from
the significant amount of historical data available for ISOs, our proposed approach
considers the probability distribution of the random demand within a confidence set,
instead of considering a particular probability distribution as traditional stochastic
programming approaches do. The proposed approach is a risk-averse approach be-
cause it considers the worst-case probability distribution of the random parameter.
However, as shown by numerical experiments, with the same level of confidence, our
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approach can provide less conservative results with more historical data available;
and theoretically, as the size of data goes to infinity the conservativeness ultimately
disappears and our data-driven approach becomes risk-neutral. In addition, it is
numerically shown that our proposed approach can achieve both the cost effective-
ness and reliability, which bridges the gap between traditional stochastic and robust
approaches. Also, the proposed decomposition method can decrease computational
time comparing with Benders’ decomposition and Column-and-Constraints genera-
tion, which therefore has potential to improve the computational efficiency for solving
real-world large-scale problems. As a direction for future study, we will integrate re-
cently emergent concepts such as smatgrids and electric vehicles into the data-driven
transmission expansion model. Also, we will consider the real data set of demand
and conduct experiments to see the performance of the proposed method under real
data set.
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CHAPTER 3
RESILIENT TRANSMISSION HARDENING PLANNING VIA
DATA-DRIVEN OPTIMIZATION
Hardening components in transmission systems is a practice to improve system re-
silience against possible disturbances caused by natural disasters. In a power system
with a very high penetration of renewable energy, the system hardening will be further
complicated by the uncertainty and variability of renewable energy. In this work, we
study the transmission line hardening planing problem in the context of probabilistic
power flows injected by the high penetration of renewable energy. We assume that
the probabilistic information of renewable energy is incomplete and ambiguous and
propose a data-driven approach to approximate the renewable uncertainty sets. We
then extend the N − 1 security criteria to multiple simultaneous contingencies and
seek for a hardening plan prepared for the worst-case scenarios. A two-stage data-
driven stochastic model is formulated by considering the joint worst-case wind output
distribution and transmission line contingencies. Then, we apply the Column-and-
Constraints generation method to solve the proposed model. To test the effectiveness
of the proposed approach, we conduct experiments on 24-bus and 118-bus test sys-
tems. We numerically show that the data-driven approach can effectively address the
uncertainty ambiguity and the proposed approach can produce effective hardening
plans that improve the system resilience.
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3.1 Problem Description and Literature Review
Natural disasters, such as hurricane, wildfire, flooding, etc., become more frequent in
the recent years [99]. Most often the natural disasters disrupt power system operations
and cause service interruptions, ranging from short-term service losses to large-area
extended outages. For example, according to a report by the Presidents Council of
Economic Advisers and the U.S. Department of Energy [69], power outages caused by
severe weather conditions constitute 58% of all outages and 87% of outages affecting
50000 or more electricity customers, during the period of 2003 to 2012. It is esti-
mated that weather incurred outages have caused U.S. 60 billion USD annually [69].
These facts indicate the urgency of improving power system resilience against extreme
weather events. To mitigate the natural disaster related risks and improve power grid
resilience, many research works along with optimization tools focus on three main
thrusts in the process of the power grid in reacting to the natural disasters: 1) pre-
disaster system hardening and investment (e.g., [93, 90, 79, 7, 115, 23, 16, 118, 2, 117]),
2) emergency responses and corrective actions during or right after disasters (e.g.,
[105, 42, 100]), and 3) self-healing, rapid system restoration and damage assessment
after disasters(e.g., [1, 67, 47, 119]). Hardening, as one of the most effective activi-
ties to increase the power system resilience, is defined as any physical change (such
as undergrounding power lines, vegetation management, pole reinforcing, etc) to the
power system infrastructure to make it less vulnerable to be damaged from severe
weather conditions [74, 109].
One of the most commonly used security criteria for daily operations is the N− 1
contingency (e.g., [62, 50]), where the system is able to continue operations without
load shedding under any single component failure. A more stringent but less used
criterion is N−k contingency, in which the system is required to sustain simultaneous
failures of k electrically connected components [71]. While these security criterions
effectively represent system operators’ concerns for daily operations, they do not
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capture the possible contingencies in extreme weather conditions or natural disaster
occurrences, in which multiple components that are not electrically connected could
fail simultaneously [112]. In this work, we generalize the N−k contingencies to any k
simultaneous component failures and aim to prepare for the worst k failures. Finding
defending strategy against the worst case among a set of adversary scenarios is often
modeled as a bi-level interdiction framework, which is known as attacker-defender
(AD) model (see, e.g., [93, 94, 79, 7]). In this context, the attackers are extreme
weather events (natural disasters), trying to cause the most severe damages to system
operations; the defenders are the re-dispatch actions that minimize the damages by
redistributing power flows. However, the AD model helps to find near-optima but
not the optimal protection plan against disruptive events, because it only seeks for
the most critical set of assets, and hardening these critical assets is not necessarily
the optimal protection plan [115, 24]. To obtain the optimal hardening decisions, the
tri-level attacker-defender-attacker (DAD) model was initially proposed by [23]. The
DAD model, which is an extension of the AD model, includes two interacting agents
(attacker and defender) in three levels (see, e.g., [24, 16, 118, 51, 2, 117]). In the
first level, the defender makes hardening decisions with a limited protection budget
before disruptions. In the second level, the attacker disrupts the system to make the
defender suffer from the highest cost or largest load shedding. In the third level, the
defender aims to minimize the system cost against disruptions by taking corrective
actions through re-dispaching the power output.
As renewable penetration continues to grow (e.g., it is predicted that 20% of
nation’s electricity is generated by wind energy by 2030 [73]), the power grids in
the near future will have significant amount of renewable energy, creating challenges
not only for operations but also for hardening planning. To capture the renew-
able energy uncertainty into optimization models, stochastic programming (see, e.g.,
[22, 104, 106, 91]) and robust optimization (see, e.g., [122, 128, 52]) approaches have
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been extensively studied. However, stochastic programming and robust optimiza-
tion approaches have shown disadvantages in practice. Stochastic programming ap-
proaches can be unreliable due to the blind assumption of probability distribution
of the random parameter. In addition, stochastic programming becomes computa-
tionally challenging for a large number of the random parameter scenarios. Also,
robust optimization approaches can be too conservative due to the consideration of
the worst-case scenario of the uncertain parameter, which happens rarely.
One of the challenges for these methodologies to be practical is that, an accu-
rate/complete knowledge on the probability distribution can hardly be obtained. Re-
cently, distributionally robust and data-driven optimization (see, e.g., [37, 46, 55]) has
been applied to power system operations. The advantages of distributionally robust
optimization is that, it can handle uncertainties with partial information about the
probability distribution. Distributionally robust optimization approaches have been
successfully developed and implemented to solve power system optimization problems
under uncertainty (see, e.g., [126, 111, 15, 121]). In this approach, by learning from a
set of historical data or moment information of the random parameter, an ambiguity
set for the unknown probability distribution of the random parameter is constructed.
Then, the objective is to minimize the total cost under the worst-case distribution sce-
nario within the constructed ambiguity set. Due to the consideration of the worst-case
distribution, distributionally robust optimization leads to risk-averse and conserva-
tive solutions, as compared with the traditional stochastic approaches. However, the
distributionally robust optimization in general is less conservative than the traditional
robust approaches [46]. That is because, distributionally robust optimization takes
advantage of data information to build an ambiguity set of distribution and consid-
ers the worst-case distribution in the ambiguity set to keep robustness, while robust
optimization ignores the probability of random parameter scenarios, which usually
leads to an unnecessarily high average cost. We will also numerically show this fact
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in our case study.
In this study, we develop a defender-attacker-defender-based transmission system
hardening planning (TSHP) model under both random disruptions (natural disas-
ters) and uncertain wind power generation. Due to the availability of a considerable
amount of historical data for wind power output to ISOs/RTOs, we deploy the distri-
butionally robust optimization approach to formulate the wind output uncertainty.
That is, we allow the ambiguity of the probability distribution of the wind output, and
construct the ambiguity set for the unknown distribution. More specifically, to build
the ambiguity set, we use the Wasserstein metric as a probability measure [85, 113],
which also has many applications in transportation theory [87]. The built transmis-
sion system hardening planning model is a two-stage model which deals with the
hardening decisions in the first stage and the re-dispatching decision in consideration
with the worst-case disruption scenario and the worst-case wind output probability
distribution in the second stage. The contributions of this research can be listed as
follows:
1. A planning tool for power systems with high renewable generation capacity is
developed. This tool, which considers both renewable generation uncertainty
and multiple random disruptions, helps power system operators to efficiently
allocate protective resources in order to reduce the vulnerability of the power
transmission system against multiple transmission line contingencies caused by
natural disasters or terrorist attacks, as well as maintain power system reliability
with a large penetration of renewable energy.
2. A data-driven two-stage stochastic transmission system hardening planning
model is developed. Using the Wasserstein metric, an ambiguity set is con-
structed for the unknown wind output distribution. It can efficiently utilize
data information and reduce the conservativeness of the model. In addition,
a tractable reformulation of the original formulation is proposed which can be
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solved efficiently.
The remaining parts of this chapter are organized as follows: In Section 3.2, we
define sets, parameters and variables. In Section 3.3, we describe how to utilize the
historical data and construct the confidence set. Also, we develop a two-stage data-
driven defender-attacker-defender model under both natural disaster and wind power
uncertainties. In section 3.4, the proposed decomposition framework and the solution
algorithm are presented. In section 3.5, numerical results are discussed. Finally, the
research is concluded in section 3.6.
3.2 Nomenclature
A. Sets
B Index set of all buses.
Bi Index set of all buses directly connected to bus i.
E Index set of transmission lines.
EA Index set of attacked transmission lines.
EH Index set of hardened transmission lines.
T Index set of load blocks.
B. Parameters
Lit Load shedding cost at bus i for load block t.
Hij Investment cost to harden transmission line (i, j).
U The maximum number of lines affected by natural disasters simultane-
ously.
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Fij Flow capacity of transmission line (i, j).
Ci Generation unit capacity at bus i.
Xij Reactance of transmission line (i, j).
θmini Phase angle lower limit at bus i.
θmaxi Phase angle upper limit at bus i.
dit Demand at bus i for load block t.
wit Renewable energy output at bus i for load block t.
C. Decision Variables
zij Binary decision variable to indicate whether transmission line (i, j) is
hardened (zij = 1) or not (zij = 0).
uij Binary decision variable to indicate whether transmission line (i, j) is
attacked (uij = 0) by natural disaster or not (uij = 1).
xit Power generation at bus i for load block t.
fij,t Power flow from bus i to bus j on transmission line (i, j) for load block
t.
θit Phase angle at bus i for load block t.
sit Load shedding at bus i for load block t.
3.3 Problem Formulation
In this research, we allow the probability distribution of wind output to be ambiguous
because a particular distribution assumption of wind power output can be biased from
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the actual one. We construct an ambiguity set for the true probability distribution
of wind output which is centered at the reference distribution that is learned from a
given historical data set.
3.3.1 Reference Distribution
We discuss the way to utilize the historical data and to obtain the reference distri-
bution to estimate the true distribution. Given a set of historical data points, we
let the histogram of data be the reference distribution of the wind power output.
Without loss of generality, we assume the random wind power output w(ξ) to be
bounded above and below, within a supporting space Ω. We partition Ω into N bins
B1, ..., BN , so that Ω =
⋃N
n=1Bn. Given a set of historical data with size S, we obtain
the reference distribution Pˆ = (pˆ1, pˆ2, ..., pˆN), where pˆn = Sn/S, ∀n = 1, 2, · · · , N ,
and Sn denotes the frequency of data samples in bin n. It is worth noting that, in
our data-driven modeling approach, the number of bins N is the only parameter that
affects the computational complexity. Hence, as long as we do not change N , the
computational complexity of our proposed data-driven approach remains unchanged.
3.3.2 Confidence Set Construction
We use the reference distribution to construct a confidence set (or ambiguity set) for
the true distribution of wind output with confidence level β. Note that the refer-
ence distribution Pˆ is inherently different from the true distribution P . To measure
the difference between P and Pˆ , i.e., d(P, Pˆ ), we use the Wasserstein metric as the
probability measure [85, 113]. Accordingly, d(P, Pˆ ) is defined as below:
dw(P, Pˆ ) := inf
Q
{
EQ[d(w, wˆ)] : P = ρ(w), Pˆ = ρ(wˆ)
}
, (3.1)
where w and wˆ are random wind power output associated with the true distribution
and the reference distribution, respectively. d(w, wˆ) is the distance between random
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variables w and wˆ. Q denotes all joint distributions of w and wˆ with marginal
distributions P and Pˆ . ρ(.) denotes that P and Pˆ are distribution functions.
Then, we can construct a distribution-based ambiguity set using the Wasserstein
metric as below:
D =
{
P ∈M+ : dw(P, Pˆ ) ≤ ϕ
}
=
{
P ∈M+ : inf
Q
{
EQ[d(w, wˆ)] : P = ρ(w), Pˆ = ρ(wˆ)
} ≤ ϕ}, (3.2)
whereM+ represents the set of all probability distributions and ϕ denotes the toler-
ance level of the distance, which is depending on the confidence level β and the size
of the historical data S. The relationship between ϕ and S, under the Wasserstein
metric, can be described by the following proposition (please see the Appendix for
the proof):
Proposition 1 Given a set of historical data of size S, N bins and a supporting space
Ω with diameter D, the convergence rate between P and Pˆ under the Wasserstein
metric is as follow:
Pr(dw(P, Pˆ ) ≤ ϕ) ≥ 1− 2N exp(−4ϕS/ND). (3.3)
Accordingly, if the confidence level, i.e. the right-hand side of inequality (3.3), is
set to be β, then we have
ϕ =
ND
4S
log(
2N
1− β ). (3.4)
Based on (3.4), as the size of historical data S increases, the value of ϕ decreases,
i.e. the distance between the reference distribution and the true distribution d(P, Pˆ )
becomes smaller, and Pˆ converges to P .
We denote the central point of bin n as wn, n = 1, 2, · · · , N , which represent the
discretized scenarios of the uncertain parameter. Based on the definition of Wasser-
stein metric and the construction of d(P, Pˆ ) in (3.2), we can reformulate the ambiguity
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set D in (3.2) by the following constraints:
N∑
n=1
N∑
m=1
qnm|wm − wn| ≤ ϕ, (3.5)
N∑
n=1
qnm = pm,∀m (3.6)
N∑
m=1
qnm = pˆn,∀n (3.7)
N∑
m=1
pm = 1, (3.8)
where pn and pˆn represent the true probability and reference probability of scenario n
respectively, and qnm, n = 1, · · ·N,m = 1, · · ·N denotes the joint probability distri-
bution (i.e., Q in (3.2)). Constraint (3.5) is a reformulation of (3.2). Constraints (3.6)
and (3.7) represent that pm,m = 1, · · · , N and pˆn, n = 1, · · · , N are marginal distri-
butions of qnm, n = 1, · · ·N,m = 1, · · ·N .
3.3.3 Data-Driven TSHP Framework
In this section, we develop a data-driven stochastic defender-attacker-defender model
for the transmission system hardening planning problem considering uncertain wind
power generation and unknown disruptive events, such as natural disasters.
As a matter of fact, although natural disasters (or terrorist attacks) happen in-
frequently and the related historical records are quite limited, they can bring catas-
trophic impacts when they happen. However, using historical records, we can claim
that the number of transmission lines disrupted simultaneously is no more than U .
Therefore, we formulate the uncertainty set of random disruptions as follows:
U =
{ ∑
(i,j)∈E
(1− uij) ≤ U, uij ∈ {0, 1}
}
. (3.9)
In addition, natural disasters are intrinsically correlated in location. In order to
consider this fact in our proposed model, we can restrict the random disruptions to
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the area that is vulnerable to natural disasters by adjusting the uncertainty set U. In
this case, we replace E in (3.9) with Ev, which denotes the transmission lines in the
vulnerable area (see [117]).
To hedge against the risk brought by natural disasters and wind energy intermit-
tency to the power system, we consider the joint worst case of disruption scenario
in U and probability distribution of wind output in D. Accordingly, we develop a
data-driven two-stage stochastic model which considers the hardening decision vari-
ables in the first stage, and deals with power generation level, power flow, phase
angle and load shedding variables by considering the worst-case transmission line dis-
ruption in U and the worst-case probability distribution of wind output in D in the
second stage. We formulate a data-driven two-stage stochastic transmission system
hardening planning model as follows:
min
z
∑
(i,j)∈E
Hijzij + max
u∈U
max
P∈D
EP [Q(z, u, w(ξ))] (3.10)
s.t. zij ∈ {0, 1},∀(i, j) ∈ E , (3.11)
where,
Q(z, u, w(ξ)) = min
p,f,θ,s
∑
i
∑
t
Litsit(ξ) (3.12)
s.t. (zij + uij − zijuij)(θit(ξ)− θjt(ξ))−Xijfij,t(ξ) = 0,
∀t ∈ T ,∀(i, j) ∈ E , (3.13)
−Fij(zij + uij − zijuij) ≤ fij,t(ξ) ≤ Fij(zij + uij − zijuij),
∀t ∈ T ,∀(i, j) ∈ E , (3.14)
xit(ξ) +
∑
j∈Bi(.,i)
fji,t(ξ)−
∑
j∈Bi(i,.)
fij,t(ξ) + sit(ξ) = dit − wit(ξ),
∀t ∈ T ,∀i ∈ B, (3.15)
xit(ξ) ≤ Ci, ∀t ∈ T ,∀i ∈ B, (3.16)
θmini ≤ θit(ξ) ≤ θmaxi , ∀t ∈ T ,∀i ∈ B, (3.17)
xit(ξ), sit(ξ) ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ T ,∀i ∈ B. (3.18)
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The objective function (3.10) is to minimize the system cost, i.e., hardening cost
plus expected load shed cost under the worst-case disruption scenario and the worst-
case distribution of wind output. Note here that in literature, hardening decisions or
costs are often considered as budget constraints. In our paper, we include hardening
costs in the objective function instead so that we can show different numbers of hard-
ened lines led by different approaches. Constraints (3.13) represent the power flow in
terms of phase angles. Constraints (3.14) are the transmission line flow capacity lim-
its. In practice, hardening does not eliminate the chance of vulnerability but reduces
it significantly to a very small level. Therefore, in this paper, we neglect the small
chance of vulnerability of hardened lines and assume that the hardened lines are invul-
nerable to disruptions. Accordingly, the term zij +uij−zijuij ensures that power flow
constraints hold for any status of hardening and disruption. If line (i, j) is hardened
(zij = 1), then zij + uij − zijuij = 1. So, this line is invulnerable and the power flow
constraint holds. If line (i, j) is not hardened (zij,t = 0), then zij + uij − zijuij = uij.
Hence, the power flow is depending on the attack scenario. If line (i, j) is attacked,
i.e., uij = 0, then there is no flow on line (i, j) and (3.13) and (3.14) hold. If line (i, j)
is not attacked, i.e., uij = 1, the power flow constraint also hold. Constraints (3.15)
observe the power balance at each bus. Constraints (3.16) are the thermal generation
capacity limits. Constraints (3.17) enforce the phase angle limit at each bus.
3.3.4 Linearizing Non-Linear Constraints
Note here that power flow constraints (3.13) and (3.14) are nonlinear. To linearize
them, we fix the first-stage hardening decisions zij and consider them as input param-
eters in the second-stage problem. We consider two cases based on the hardening deci-
sions derived from the first stage. In case one, we define set EH = {(i, j) ∈ E|zij = 1}
as the subset of hardened lines. The transmission lines in EH are not affected by
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disruptions, and constraints (3.13) and (3.14) can be reformulated as:
(θit(ξ)− θjt(ξ))−Xijfij,t(ξ) = 0, ∀t ∈ T ,∀(i, j) ∈ EH , (3.19)
−Fij ≤ fij,t ≤ Fij, ∀t ∈ T ,∀(i, j) ∈ EH . (3.20)
In case two, for the transmission lines that are not in set EH , i.e, the lines are not
protected, the power flows in these lines depend on the disruption status. In this case,
we adopt the big-M method to linearize power flow constraints (3.13) and (3.14) as
follows:
(θit(ξ)− θjt(ξ))−Xijfij,t(ξ) +M(1− uij) ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ T ,∀(i, j) ∈ E\EH , (3.21)
(θit(ξ)− θjt(ξ))−Xijfij,t(ξ)−M(1− uij) ≤ 0, ∀t ∈ T ,∀(i, j) ∈ E\EH , (3.22)
−Fijuij ≤ fij,t ≤ Fijuij, ∀t ∈ T ,∀(i, j) ∈ E\EH , (3.23)
Now, our data-driven model can be presented as the following program:
min
z
∑
(i,j)∈E
Hijzij + max
u∈U,P∈D
N∑
m=1
pmit . min
p,f,θ,s,o
∑
i
∑
t
Litsit(ξ
m) (3.24)
s.t. Constraints (3.11), (3.15)− (4.7).
In the second-stage objective function, due to the independence of scenarios, we
can interchange the second-stage minimization and summation (corresponding to the
expectation term) operations. Then, we are able to reformulate our data-driven two-
stage stochastic transmission system hardening planning problem as follows:
min
z
∑
(i,j)∈E
Hijzij + max
p,q,u
min
x,f,θ,s,o
N∑
m=1
∑
i
∑
t
pmitLitsit(ξ
m) (3.25)
s.t. Constraints (3.5)− (3.9),
Constraints (3.11), (3.15)− (4.7).
3.4 Solution Methodology
To solve our proposed data-driven two-stage model, we employ a decomposition al-
gorithm. We first reformulate our model into a tractable reformulation. Then, we
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describe our proposed decomposition framework and the solution algorithm to solve
the proposed data-driven TSHP model.
In order to reformulate the second-stage problem into a tractable formulation, we
dualize the inner minimization problem and combine it to the outer maximization
problem. Since the inner minimization is a linear program, which will lead to no
dualization gap. The dual form of the inner minimization problem can be presented
as follows:
max
λ,γ,µ,η,σ,τ,υ
N∑
m=1
(∑
i
∑
t
(
(dmit − wmit )λmit − Ciγmit + θmini η¯mit − θmaxi η˜mit
)
−
∑
(i,j)∈E\EH
∑
t
(
Fijuij(τ¯
m
ij,t + τ˜
m
ij,t) +M(1− uij)(σ¯mij,t + σ˜mij,t)
)
−
∑
(i,j)∈EH
∑
t
(
Fij(µ¯
m
ij,t + µ˜
m
ij,t)
))
(3.26)
s.t.
λmit − γmit ≤ 0,∀t,∀i, ∀m (3.27)
λmit − λmjt + τ¯mij,t − τ˜mij,t −Xijσ¯mij,t +Xijσ˜mij,t = 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ E\EH ,∀t,∀m (3.28)
λmit − λmjt + µ¯mij,t − µ˜mij,t −Xijυmij,t = 0, ∀(i, j) ∈ EH ,∀t,∀m (3.29)∑
(i,j)∈E\EH(i,.)
(σ¯mij,t − σ˜mij,t) +
∑
(i,j)∈E\EH(.,i)
(σ˜mij,t − σ¯mij,t)
+
∑
(i,j)∈EH(i,.)
υmij,t −
∑
(i,j)∈EH(.,i)
υmij,t + η¯
m
it − η˜mit = 0, ∀t,∀i,∀m (3.30)
λmit − Litpmit ≤ 0, ∀t,∀i,∀m (3.31)
η¯mit , η˜
m
it , τ¯
m
it , τ˜
m
it , µ¯
m
ij,t, µ˜
m
ij,t, σ¯
m
ij,t, σ˜
m
ij,t ≥ 0,
γmit , p
m
it ≥ 0, λmit , υmit are free, ∀t,∀i, ∀m (3.32)
where λmit and γ
m
it are dual variables of constraints (3.15) and (3.16), respectively;
η¯mit and η˜
m
it are dual variables of constraints (3.17); υ
m
ij,t are dual variables of con-
straints (4.2); µ¯mij,t and µ˜
m
ij,t are dual variables of constraints (4.6); σ¯
m
ij,t and σ˜
m
ij,t are
dual variables of constraints (4.4) and (4.5); τ¯mij,t and τ˜
m
ij,t are dual variables of con-
straints (4.7);
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3.4.1 Linearizing the Objective Function
Here, we use big-M method to linearize the bilinear terms in the objective func-
tion (3.26). We let
−
∑
m
∑
(i,j)∈E\EH
∑
t
uij τ¯
m
ij,t = −
∑
(i,j)∈E\EH
ν¯ij, (3.33)
−
∑
m
∑
(i,j)∈E\EH
∑
t
uij τ˜
m
ij,t = −
∑
(i,j)∈E\EH
ν˜ij. (3.34)
Then, we have
−
∑
m
∑
(i,j)∈E\EH
∑
t
Fijuij(τ¯
m
ij,t + τ˜
m
ij,t) = −
∑
(i,j)∈E\EH
Fij(ν¯ij + ν˜ij), (3.35)
s.t. ν¯ij ≥
∑
m
∑
t
τ¯mij,t −M(1− uij), ∀(i, j) ∈ E\EH , (3.36)
ν¯ij ≥ −Muij, ∀(i, j) ∈ E\EH , (3.37)
ν˜ij ≥
∑
m
∑
t
τ˜mij,t −M(1− uij), ∀(i, j) ∈ E\EH , (3.38)
ν˜ij ≥ −Muij, ∀(i, j) ∈ E\EH . (3.39)
In addition, We let
∑
m
∑
(i,j)∈E\EH
∑
t
uijσ¯
m
ij,t =
∑
(i,j)∈E\EH
¯ij, (3.40)∑
m
∑
(i,j)∈E\EH
∑
t
uijσ˜
m
ij,t =
∑
(i,j)∈E\EH
˜ij. (3.41)
Then, we have
∑
m
∑
(i,j)∈E\EH
∑
t
Muij(σ¯
m
ij,t + σ˜
m
ij,t) =
∑
(i,j)∈E\EH
M(¯ij + ˜ij) (3.42)
s.t. ¯ij ≤
∑
m
∑
t
σ¯mij,t +M(1− uij), ∀(i, j) ∈ E\EH , (3.43)
¯ij ≤Muij, ∀(i, j) ∈ E\EH , (3.44)
˜ij ≤
∑
m
∑
t
σ˜mij,t +M(1− uij), ∀(i, j) ∈ E\EH , (3.45)
˜ij ≤Muij, ∀(i, j) ∈ E\EH . (3.46)
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3.4.2 Decomposition Framework
We employ the Column-and-Constraint generation approach [120] in a decomposition
framework, to solve the developed data-driven TSHP model. This approach is an
iterative approach. In each iteration, the master problem (MP) is a relaxation of the
original problem, which aims to find a lower bound of the problem and a current best
hardening decision (may not be feasible). The sub-problem (SUB) is a reformulation
of the second-stage problem, with the objective of obtaining an upper bound of the
original problem and the worst-case scenarios. The iterative procedure continues
until the difference between the upper bound and the lower bound is no more than a
predefined level. As a result, the optimal hardening planning decision will be output
and the worst-case wind output distribution and disruption scenario will be identified.
In our model, since the first-stage decisions are hardening decisions, they do not
affect the feasibility of the second-stage problem. Moreover, since we allow load
shedding in the model, the second-stage problem is always feasible for any hardening
decision z derived from the first stage. Hence, there is no need for the first-stage
decision feasibility check. Then, we have the following MP.
min
z
∑
(i,j)∈E
Hijzij + ϑ
s.t. Constraints (3.11),
Constraints (3.15)− (4.10), for each ξm
Optimality cuts,
where ϑ is set to be the second-stage objective value. Based on the reformulation of
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(3.35) to (3.46), we can reformulate the sub-problem (SUB) as below:
ψ(z) = max
λ,γ,µ,η,σ,τ,,υ,ν,p,q,u
N∑
m=1(∑
i
∑
t
(
(dmit − wmit )λmit − Ciγmit + θmini η¯mit − θmaxi η˜mit
)
−
∑
(i,j)∈E\EH
∑
t
(
M(σ¯mij,t + σ˜
m
ij,t)
)− ∑
(i,j)∈EH
∑
t
Fij(µ¯
m
ij,t + µ˜
m
ij,t)
)
+
∑
(i,j)∈E\EH
(
M(¯ij + ˜ij)− Fij(ν¯ij + ν˜ij)
)
(3.47)
Constraints (3.5)− (3.9), (3.27)− (3.32),
Constraints (3.36)− (3.39), (3.43)− (3.46).
3.4.3 Column-and-Constraint Generation Algorithm
The Column-and-Constraint generation algorithm can be summarized in the following
steps and in the flowchart presented in Fig. 3.1.:
1. Initialization. Set k = 1, ϑ = −∞.
2. Solve MP and get the first-stage optimal solution (the optimal hardening plan)
z∗, ϑ and EH .
3. Solve SUB for the current hardening plan z∗ to obtain the worst-case disruption
scenario u∗, the worst-case wind output distribution p∗ and ψ(z∗).
4. If ψ(z∗) ≤ ϑ, stop. Current z∗ is the optimal hardening plan. Output the result.
Otherwise, set k = k + 1. For the disruption plan u∗, let subset EA = {(i, j) ∈
E|uij = 0} be the set of attacked transmission lines. Then, add the following
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constraints to MP and go to step 2.
ϑ ≥
N∑
m=1
∑
i
∑
t
pm∗it Litsit(ξ
m), (3.48)
(θit(ξ
m)− θjt(ξm))−Xijfij,t(ξm) +M(1− zij) ≥ 0,
∀t,∀m,∀(i, j) ∈ EA, (3.49)
(θit(ξ
m)− θjt(ξm))−Xijfij,t(ξm)−M(1− zij) ≤ 0,
∀t,∀m,∀(i, j) ∈ EA, (3.50)
(θit(ξ
m)− θjt(ξm))−Xijfij,t(ξm) = 0,
∀t,∀m,∀(i, j) ∈ E\EA, (3.51)
−Fijzij ≤ fij,t(ξm) ≤ Fijzij, ∀t,∀m,∀(i, j) ∈ EA, (3.52)
−Fij ≤ fij,t(ξm) ≤ Fij, ∀t, ∀m,∀(i, j) ∈ E\EA. (3.53)
Stop and output z∗
ψ(z∗)
≤ ϑ
Set k = k + 1.
Add optimality cuts
(3.48)-(3.53) to MP
Initialization: Set
k = 1 and ϑ = −∞
Solve MP and
get z∗, ϑ and EH
Fix z∗. Solve
SUB and get u∗,
p∗ and ψ(z∗)
no
yes
Figure 3.1: Flowchart of the Column-and-Constraint Generation algorithm
3.5 Case Study
In this section, we conduct numerical experiments to test the performance of the
proposed approach. We apply our approach to a 24-node system [33], which is based
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on IEEE one-area RTS-96 test system [49], and a modified IEEE 118-bus test system
(available at http://motor.ece.iit.edu/data). According to [76], wind energy consti-
tutes 5.6% of the total electricity generation across the united states in 2016. Ac-
cordingly, we modify both test systems by adding several wind power generation
capacities, which account for 10% of the total generation capacity. We compare the
system performance between the proposed data-driven transmission system harden-
ing planning (DDTSHP) and Robust transmission system hardening planning (ROT-
SHP). We also discuss how the historical data and the ambiguity set can affect the
conservativeness of the proposed data-driven approach. To implement the proposed
algorithm, we use C++ and CPLEX 12.6 and run it on a computer with Intel(R)
Xeon(R) 3.2 GHz and 8 GB memory.
3.5.1 Data Generation
In order to generate the set of historical data, we use the Monte Carlo simulation. For
simulation convenience, we assume that wind outputs are independent for different
load blocks. Also, for each load block, we assume that the unknown wind output
follows a normal distribution with the forecasted wind output as the mean and 0.3
of the mean value as the standard deviation. To generate wind output scenarios, we
generate samples for each wind farm and each time block and set the number of bins
to be 5.
3.5.2 24-Bus System
This system, depicted in Fig. 3.2, consists of 24 buses, 12 generators, 34 transmission
lines and 17 loads. We consider all generators to be thermal plants and add three
wind farms at buses 10, 15 and 20. For convenience, we number transmission lines in
Table 3.1.
Firstly, we compare the proposed DDTSHP with ROTSHP. We numerically show
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Figure 3.2: Modified 24-node system and the DDTSHP hardening plan for U = 4
DDTSHP obtains less conservative hardening plans compared with ROTSHP. To
this end, we let the attack budget vary within a range of 1 to 10. We set the size
of historical data set S and the confidence level β to be 100 and 0.99%, respectively.
With a set of generated data in Section V-A, we solve the modified 24-node test
system for different attack budgets and get the optimal first-stage hardening plans
using both DDTSHP and ROTSHP. Then, we fix the optimal hardening decisions and
solve the second-stage problem with a new set of randomly simulated wind output and
attack scenarios for different attack budgets. In Table 3.2, we represent the optimal
hardening plans obtained by DDTSHP and ROTSHP for various attack budgets. In
Table 3.3, we report the number of hardened transmission lines (denoted by NHL),
total cost (denoted by Obj) and the computational time in seconds (denoted by CPU)
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Table 3.1: Transmission lines of 24-node system
No. From To No. From To No. From To
1 1 2 13 8 10 25 15 21
2 1 3 14 9 11 26 15 24
3 1 5 15 9 12 27 16 17
4 2 4 16 10 11 28 16 19
5 2 6 17 10 12 29 17 18
6 3 9 18 11 13 30 17 22
7 3 24 19 11 14 31 18 21
8 4 9 20 12 13 32 19 20
9 5 10 21 12 23 33 20 23
10 6 10 22 13 23 34 21 22
11 7 8 23 14 16
12 8 9 24 15 16
in Table 3.3. For example, the optimal hardening plan by DDTSHP (asterisked lines)
for U = 4 is presented in Fig. 3.2. Notice that, from Table 3.3, there is no load
shed for attack budget U = 1. However, as the attack budget U increases, the total
cost increases for both DDTSHP and ROTSHP. We can also observe that DDTSHP
results in less total cost compared with that of ROTSHP for all attack budgets. In
addition, we see for most of attack budgets that DDTSHP’s hardening plans include
lesser number of hardened lines than those of ROTSHP. From these results, we can
claim that the proposed DDTSHP is less conservative than ROTSHP. That is because
DDTSHP utilizes the data information and considers the worst-case distribution of
the wind output within the ambiguity set, while ROTSHP considers the worst-case
wind output scenario. Hence, ROTSHP leads to a higher number of transmission lines
to be hardened and therefore, this over-conservativeness results in higher hardening
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cost and accordingly higher total cost.
Table 3.2: Hardening plans of DDTSHP versus ROTSHP for 24-node system
Attack Hardening Plan
Budget DDTSHP ROTSHP
2 (5, 23, 28) (5, 23, 32, 33)
3 (6, 32, 33) (11, 19, 32, 33)
4 (23, 32, 33) (11, 18, 22, 32, 33)
5 (6, 11, 14, 18, 32, 33) (11, 14, 18, 22, 32, 33)
6 (6, 11, 14, 18, 32, 33) (6, 11, 14, 16, 18, 32, 33)
7 (6, 11, 14, 18, 32, 33) (6, 11, 14, 16, 18, 32, 33)
8 (6, 11, 14, 18, 32, 33) (6, 10, 11, 14, 17, 18, 21, 32, 33)
9 (6, 11, 14, 18, 32, 33) (6, 10, 11, 14, 17, 18, 21, 32, 33)
10 (6, 11, 14, 18, 32, 33) (6, 10, 11, 14, 17, 18, 21, 32, 33)
Secondly, we numerically illustrate and discuss how the size of historical data set
can affect the conservativeness of the proposed DDTSHP. Accordingly, we conduct
numerical experiments on the modified 24-node test system for different attack bud-
gets from 2 to 10 and represent the results in Table 3.4. Here, we allow the size
of historical data to vary between 50 to 10000 and set the confidence level β to be
99%. As shown in Table 3.4, as the size of historical data increases, the total cost
decreases. That is because, according to equality (3.4), there is an inverse correlation
between the value of ϕ and the size of historical data set S. As the number of his-
torical observations increases, the value of ϕ decreases; and hence the confidence set
D shrinks. From the theoretical point of view, eventually with an infinite number of
historical observations, the value of ϕ goes to zero. In fact, in this case, the reference
distribution converges to true distribution and the proposed data-driven approach
becomes risk neutral. Moreover, we can see that larger attack budgets lead to higher
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Table 3.3: DDTSHP versus ROTSHP for 24-node system
Attack DDTSHP ROTSHP
Budget NHL Obj ($m) CPU(s) NHL Obj ($m) CPU(s)
1 0 0 0.8 0 0 0.8
2 3 2.6209 8.5 4 2.8865 5.5
3 3 2.6465 18.8 4 3.4887 10.9
4 3 3.1073 33.1 5 4.4717 15.4
5 6 5.0757 30.6 6 5.3680 13.8
6 6 5.4582 27.6 7 6.0558 15.3
7 6 5.5317 28.1 7 6.4745 10.8
8 6 5.9142 21.0 9 6.6830 10.3
9 6 6.0783 24.2 9 6.6925 12.1
10 6 6.1923 23.0 9 6.7198 11.6
total costs.
Thirdly, we assess the effect of the ambiguity set D on the performance of the
proposed data-driven approach. Here, we set the size of historical data S to be 100
and test our DDTSHP on the modified 24-node test system. Note here that, according
to (3.4), as the value of β increases, the value of ϕ increases. Thus, a larger value of
β leads to a bigger ambiguity set D. Therefore, we can control the size of ambiguity
set by adjusting the confidence level β. We let the confidence level β to vary within a
range from 0.5 to 0.99 and represent the associated system cost for different values of
attack budget in Table 3.5. From the results we can see. as the value of β increases,
our proposed data-driven approach gets more conservative and the total system cost
increases (See Table 3.5).
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Table 3.4: Effects of the historical data on total cost ($m)
Attack # of data
Budget 50 100 500 1000 5000 10000
2 2.6256 2.6209 2.6126 2.6114 2.6105 2.6104
3 2.6480 2.6465 2.6448 2.6445 2.6443 2.6442
4 3.4665 3.4600 3.4486 3.4470 3.4458 3.4457
5 5.7041 5.6910 5.6808 5.6794 5.6782 5.6780
6 5.9675 5.9536 5.9444 5.9430 5.9417 5.9415
7 6.0234 6.0137 6.0031 6.0012 5.9998 5.9996
8 6.2500 6.2393 6.2292 6.2276 6.2265 6.2350
9 6.5043 6.4928 6.4825 6.4810 6.4798 6.4796
10 6.5745 6.5628 6.5533 6.5523 6.5507 6.5505
Table 3.5: Effects of the ambiguity set on total cost ($m)
Attack Confidence level β
Budget 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.9 0.95 0.99
2 2.6170 2.6173 2.6175 2.6182 2.6188 2.6209
3 2.6453 2.6456 2.6457 2.6458 2.6459 2.6464
4 3.4506 3.4525 3.4547 3.4553 3.4552 3.4595
5 5.6841 5.6852 5.6861 5.6871 5.6880 5.6919
6 5.9474 5.9476 5.9481 5.9499 5.9508 5.9541
7 6.0045 6.0057 6.0070 6.0079 6.0107 6.0122
8 6.2312 6.2325 6.2328 6.2343 6.2354 6.2482
9 6.4847 6.4867 6.4879 6.4880 6.4889 6.4928
10 6.5557 6.5567 6.5574 6.5593 6.5613 6.5675
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3.5.3 118-Bus System
In this section, we illustrate the effectiveness of our proposed DDTSHP through
conducting experiments on a larger system. The 118-bus test system consists of 118
buses, 33 generators and 186 transmission lines. We consider all generators to be
thermal plants and add five wind farms at buses 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100. We consider
a range of 2 to 10 for the attack budget. We also let the size of historical data S be 100
and the confidence level β be 99%. Then, we follow the same simulation procedure
as the one in the previous subsection and compare the performance of DDTSHP with
ROTSHP. We report the results in Table 3.6, which has the same information as Table
3.3. We observe that as the attack budget increases, the total system cost increases
too. Moreover, compared to ROTSHP, we see that DDTSHP leads to lesser number
of hardened lines and lower total cost, for most of the attack budgets. These results
come from the fact that DDTSHP is less conservative than ROTSHP thanks to the
data information utilization. These observations and results admit the results from
the experiments on 24-node system.
3.6 Summary
In this study, we developed an approach to deal with the stochastic transmission
system hardening planning problem in the presence of wind generation uncertainty
and multiple simultaneous disruptive events. Motivated by the considerable amount
of historical data available to power system operators, we proposed a data-driven ap-
proach which learns from the wind output historical data and employs the Wasserstein
metric to construct an ambiguity set for the unknown wind output probability dis-
tribution. Our data-driven two-stage model can obtain a robust hardening decisions
by considering the joint worst-case disruptive scenario and wind output distribution.
A decomposition framework based on Column-and-Constraints generation method is
used to solve the proposed model. We showed through the numerical experiments that
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Table 3.6: DDTSHP versus ROTSHP for 118-bus system
Attack DDTSHP ROTSHP
Budget NHL Obj ($m) CPU(s) NHL Obj ($m) CPU(s)
2 4 1.8855 24.3 4 1.8855 13.8
3 4 1.9014 79.2 4 2.2706 30.2
4 4 2.2177 95.3 7 3.0744 42.8
5 6 3.0061 226.2 8 3.7661 78.7
6 6 3.2099 291.5 8 3.8470 78.4
7 6 3.4583 272.0 8 4.0783 115.9
8 6 3.6620 442.9 8 4.2694 105.0
9 6 3.9104 489.9 8 4.7832 90.6
10 10 5.1314 529.1 12 5.5279 98.7
although our approach is risk-averse, it leads to less conservative hardening decisions
than the robust optimization approach. In addition, we showed as the conservative-
ness of our approach depends on the number of available historical data and the
confidence level we prefer.
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CHAPTER 4
RELIABILITY ANALYSIS OF TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
HARDENING VIA DATA-DRIVEN OPTIMIZATION
Increasing complexity of power transmission networks has led power systems to be
more vulnerable to cascading failures. Thus, hardening and reliability assessment of
such complex networks have become a must. In addition, the commonly used N− 1
security criterion does not guarantee the system reliability against possible cascading
failures. In this study, given a hardening plan, we develop two models to evaluate
the reliability of the power transmission system under N−k security criterion. In the
first model, we quantify the probability of no load shedding in the system to assess
the possibility of load curtailment. Then, to have a better insight of the amount
of load shed, in the second model, we use the conditional value-at-risk (CVaR) as
a risk measure to evaluate the system reliability. To do a reliability assessment,
the information of contingency probabilities are required. However, such probability
information is usually unknown and cannot be estimated precisely. Therefore, in this
study, we assume the probability of contingencies unknown and ambiguous. Then, we
construct an ambiguity set for the unknown probability distribution of contingencies.
Our approaches are robust because they analyze the transmission system reliability
with respect to the worst-case distribution in the ambiguity set. We formulate both
models as bi-level programs and solve them by Bender’s decomposition technique.
Finally, we conduct numerical experiments on 6-bus and IEEE 118-bus test systems
to show the effectiveness of our proposed approaches.
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4.1 Problem Description and Literature Review
Rapid growth of electric power systems and creation of very complex interconnected
power transmission networks have made power systems more vulnerable to cascading
failures and large blackouts than in the past [77]. Large blackouts are among the
most catastrophic disasters that threaten the US economy through massive economic
damage of tens of billions of dollars yearly [63]. Transmission system outages (mostly
caused by severe weather conditions [10, 64], aging [61, 65] and terrorist attacks
[118, 16]) are among the major causes of large blackouts [6]. As a matter of fact,
in the deregulated electricity market, the transmission system is utilized such that
it operates near its limits, i.e., as economically as possible [35], in which case an
initial line outage may affect other system components and result in cascading failures
and large blackouts (for example, blackouts in February 2008 in Florida [72] and
September 2011 in North America [69]). Therefore, due to the criticality of the
electric power industry to the national economy and society in general, hardening
planning and reliability evaluation of power transmission systems is of significant
importance.
According to North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC), reliability is
the degree of power system performance under which customers’ electricity demand
is supplied and delivered under the accepted standards [95]. This definition of relia-
bility contains two concepts: 1) Adequacy: the ability of a power system to supply
the customers’ electricity demand via available generation units and transmission sys-
tems and reserves. 2) Security: the ability of a power system to keep working after
some contingencies such as transmission line outages or equipment failures. In the
power system literature, the most popular reliability indices are loss of load prob-
ability (LOLP), loss of load expectation (LOLE) and expected energy not supplied
(EENS) [17]. Moreover, two frequently used techniques for power systems reliability
analysis are Monte Carlo simulations and contingency analysis.
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In Monte Carlo simulation techniques, system reliability assessment is carried out
by sampling system component states. Component state samples are generated ran-
domly either from an estimated distribution of failures (using historical data of com-
ponent failures) i.e., random sampling (e.g., [19]), or by considering component states
transition probabilities i.e., sequential sampling (e.g., [18]). Moreover, to improve the
efficiency of Monte Carlo simulation algorithms, several variations of this technique
have recently been proposed, such as variance reduction techniques [20, 130], least
square support vector classifier [86], artificial neural network [34], fuzzy Monte Carlo
technique [28], cross-entropy methods [48], Latin hypercube sampling [98], etc.
In contingency analysis, a set of contingency states is used to examine the power
system reliability. The contingency set is created by taking N − 1, ...,N − k, k =
1, 2, 3, ... security criteria into account, where k denotes the number of simultaneously
component (generation units, transmission lines and etc.) outages. In industry prac-
tice, N− 1 is the most widely used security criterion by most power systems around
the world [112, 62]. However, it just guarantees the normal operations of the system
under only a single component failure. Although the probability of two or more simul-
taneous component failures is very small, it may lead to very severe cascading failures
and blackouts if the simultaneous failures happen. Therefore, to establish more re-
liable system operations against multiple simultaneous contingencies, revised NERC
reliability standards [70] require system operators to apply N− k, k ≥ 2 security cri-
terion in their analysis. However, for k ≥ 2, the combinatorial nature of contingency
states makes the full contingency enumeration almost impossible for even medium
size systems and moderate values of k. For more discussions on the complexity of full
contingency enumeration, readers are referred to [5].
To mitigate the computational burden of N−k contingency analysis, contingency
selection procedures have been proposed. Briefly, contingency selection is the pro-
cess of identifying the critical components and constructing a contingency list that
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includes very serious single and multiple contingencies. Some prior studies (see, e.g.,
[77, 31, 30, 54]) estimate the probability of system component failures using the his-
torical data of component failures. Then, contingencies with higher probabilities form
the contingency list. Reference [77] presents a statistical method to estimate the prob-
ability of transmission line failures and to identify vulnerable lines in a transmission
system. Reference [31] proposes a method based on substation configuration and
probability analysis of protection system failures to form a N − k contingency list.
Reference [30] uses three probabilitic models to estimate the probabilities of multiple
transmission line contingencies. Also, [54] develops a data mining based method for
contingency analysis. However, some other works (see, e.g., [60, 35, 114]) consider
the consequence (e.g. load shedding) of contingency scenarios to form the contin-
gency list. Reference [60] presents a fast and reliable heuristic algorithm based on
iterative pruning to identify critical N− 2 contingencies. Reference [35] develops two
contingency screening algorithms to determine the threatening N − 2 contingencies
without solving the full contingency set. Reference [114] develops a method that uses
a small number of representative constraints instead of enumerating exponentially
many constraints for N − k contingency analysis. In addition, many optimization-
based approaches have also been utilized for contingency selection procedures and
protective resources allocation, i.e., hardening planning. For instance, [93, 94, 7, 79],
among others, develop bi-level programs to identify the most critical transmission
system components under N− k contingency criterion. Also, [118, 16, 2], among oth-
ers, develop tri-level optimization models to simultaneously identify the most critical
system components and the optimal hardening strategy to mitigate (enhance) the
transmission system vulnerability (reliability) against intentional attacks. Moreover,
other approaches such as a random chemistry algorithm [40] and a combined neural
network and evolutionary algorithm [53] have recently been developed to study N−k
contingency analysis.
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All above-mentioned reliability analysis approaches either estimate probabilities of
component failures or assume same probability to each component and deal with the
consequence of failures. However, historical data for equipment failures are usually
rare and the estimated equipment failure rates, which rely on the expert information,
are subject to errors. Even with sufficient historical data, accurate estimation of fail-
ure rate is extremely difficult. On the contrary, in this work, we allow the probability
of contingencies to be unknown and ambiguous. We apply the distributionally robust
optimization concept (see, e.g., [37, 46, 55]) for reliability analysis of power transmis-
sion systems. Distributionally robust optimization approaches have recently received
attention from power system specialists for various problems such as unit commitment
[126, 127], transmission expansion planing [9] and reserve scheduling [110, 111], etc.
In this approach, instead of fixing the probabilities of component failures, we allow
them to vary within a set of probability distributions, which is the ambiguity set.
We develop two distributionally robust optimization models to determine the system
reliability, for a given hardening plan, based on two reliability indices. In the first
model, we develop a model to quantify the worst-case probability under which both
system security and system adequacy are satisfied (we call it worst-case no-load-shed
probability). In the second model, we use the conditional value-at-risk (CVaR) as
its risk measure. CVaR, which is a well-known risk measure, has gained considerable
attention in finance and insurance industries [88]. We propose a model to evaluate
the worst-case CVaR associated with the worst-case contingency distribution in the
ambiguity set. The contributions of this study can be listed as below:
1. We propose two reliability analysis models for transmission system hardening
plans that hedge against the uncertainty (inaccuracy) associated with the esti-
mation of probabilities of component failures. Instead of relying on estimates,
our models consider the worst-case reliability with the worst-case failure distri-
bution in the ambiguity set. Moreover, the conservatism of the proposed models
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can be adjusted by system operators.
2. Our models are formulated in such a way that decomposition techniques can be
easily employed to solve them by commercial solvers. Here, we apply Bender’s
decomposition technique to solve both models.
3. We conduct expensive numerical experiments on a modified 6-bus and IEEE
118-bus test systems. We compare both models for various contingency levels
and different hardening plans to test the performance of our models.
The remaining parts of this chapter are organized as follows: In Section 4.2,
we define sets, parameters and variables. In Section 4.3, we first discuss how to
construct the ambiguity set for the unknown contingency distribution. Then, we
develop a distributionally robust optimization model to quantify the worst-case no-
load-shed probability of the system. Afterward, we formulate a distributionally robust
optimization model to evaluate the transmission system reliability based on the worst-
case CVaR risk measure. In Section 4.4, we describe the proposed decomposition
framework and the solution algorithms. In section 4.5, numerical results are presented
and discussed. Finally, we conclude this study in section 4.6.
4.2 Nomenclature
A. Sets
B Index set of all buses.
Bi Index set of all buses directly connected to bus i.
Bi(., i) Index set of all incoming transmission lines to bus i.
Bi(i, j) Index set of all outgoing transmission lines from bus i.
E Index set of transmission lines.
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EH Index set of hardened transmission lines.
T Index set of load blocks.
B. Parameters
Fij Flow capacity of transmission line (i, j).
Ci Generation capacity at bus i.
Xij Reactance of transmission line (i, j).
θmini Phase angle lower limit at bus i.
θmaxi Phase angle upper limit at bus i.
dit Demand at bus i for load block t.
C. Decision Variables
xit Power generation at bus i for load block t.
fij,t Power flow from bus i to bus j on transmission line (i, j) for load block
t.
θit Phase angle at bus i for load block t.
sit Load shedding at bus i for load block t.
D. Random Variables
vij Binary variable indicating whether transmission line (i, j) is under con-
tingency (vij = 0) or not (vij = 1).
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4.3 Problem Formulation
In this research, we aim to develop risk assessment models for the transmission system
hardening decisions under distributional uncertainty of N−k contingencies. Basically,
we consider the following constraints to analyze the reliability of a power transmission
system:
xit +
∑
j∈Bi(.,i)
fji,t −
∑
j∈Bi(i,.)
fij,t + sit = dit, ∀i,∀t, (4.1)
(θit − θjt)−Xijfij,t ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ T , ∀(i, j) ∈ EH , (4.2)
(θit − θjt)−Xijfij,t ≤ 0, ∀t ∈ T ,∀(i, j) ∈ EH , (4.3)
(θit − θjt)−Xijfij,t +M(1− vij) ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ T ,∀(i, j) ∈ E\EH , (4.4)
(θit − θjt)−Xijfij,t −M(1− vij) ≤ 0, ∀t ∈ T ,∀(i, j) ∈ E\EH , (4.5)
−Fij ≤ fij,t ≤ Fij, ∀t ∈ T ,∀(i, j) ∈ EH , (4.6)
−Fijvij ≤ fij,t ≤ Fijvij,∀t ∈ T ,∀(i, j) ∈ E\EH , (4.7)
xit ≤ Ci, ∀t ∈ T ,∀i ∈ B, (4.8)
θmini ≤ θit ≤ θmaxi , ∀t ∈ T ,∀i ∈ B, (4.9)
xit, sit ≥ 0, ∀t ∈ T ,∀i ∈ B, (4.10)
where, constraints (4.1) observe the power supply adequacy at each bus. Constraints
(4.2) to (4.3) represent the relationship between DC power flow and phase angle for
hardened lines. Constraints (4.4) to (4.5) represent the relationship between DC
power flow and phase angle for unhardened lines. That is, if the unhardened lines
are under contingency, i.e., vij = 0, the relationship of power flow and phase angle as
suggested in (4.2) to (4.3) does not necessarily hold. Similarly, constraints (4.6) and
(4.7) observe power flow capacities for hardened and not hardened lines, respectively.
Constraints (4.8) and (4.9) impose power generation capacities and phase angle limits,
respectively.
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4.3.1 Ambiguity Set
Due to the fact that there are exponentially many N − k contingency scenarios and
enumerating all of them is almost impossible (it takes exponential time), in this
study, we create a list of N contingencies. To this end, two groups of contingencies
can be considered: 1) the most probable contingencies and 2) the highest impact
contingencies (contingencies with the worst consequences). Then, based on the system
operator’s preferences, either of these or a mixture of them can be used to create the
contingency list. The most probable contingencies and their probabilities can be
identified by utilizing existing methods in the literature (see, e.g., [77, 31, 30, 54]
among others). The high impact contingency scenarios can also be identified by
optimization-based methods (see, e.g., [118, 93, 94, 7, 79], among others). These
contingency scenarios and their assigned probabilities form a discrete distribution Pˆ ,
which we call the reference distribution. Considering the fact that the true probability
of N − k contingencies is unknown, using the reference distribution Pˆ , we construct
an ambiguity set for the ambiguous probability distribution of N − k contingencies.
We define the following ambiguity set D:
D :=
{
P ∈M+ : d(P, Pˆ ) ≤ ϕ, (4.11)
P ≤ P ≤ P}, (4.12)
where M+ represents the set of all probability distributions. In (4.11), d(P, Pˆ ) de-
notes the probability distance between any arbitrary distribution P ∈ D and the
reference distribution Pˆ . Also, ϕ denotes the tolerance level for the probability dis-
tance. To measure d(P, Pˆ ), several probability metrics, such as L1, L∞, Wasserstein
metric, etc., can be utilized. For more detail, interested readers are referred to [125].
In this study, we use L1 norm. According to Proposition 1 in [126], given a set of
historical data, the following equation defines the relationship between the size of
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data and the value of ϕ under L1 norm:
ϕ =
N
2S
log
2(N)
1− β , (4.13)
where S and β denote the size of historical data and the confidence level, respectively.
However, if in practice, the data information for contingencies is very limited and we
do not have enough data to learn a practical value of ϕ, ϕ can also be decided by
the system operators based on their judgment or preference on the conservativeness
level. Since the worst-case probability distribution is considered in D in our proposed
models, to control the conservativeness, we limit the probability of each contingency
occurring with inequalities (4.12), where P and P are the lower and the upper prob-
ability limit matrices. Then, the ambiguity set D under L1 norm can be represented
as below:
D :=
{
P ∈ RN+ :
N∑
n=1
|pn − pˆn| ≤ ϕ, (4.14)
p
n
≤ pn ≤ pn,∀n
}
, (4.15)
where pn, pn and pn denote the unknown probability, the lower probability limit
and the upper probability limit for contingency scenario n, respectively. By setting
p
n
= pˆn − δ and pn = pˆn + δ, we can adjust the conservativeness of our models
by changing parameter δ. Note here this ambiguity set also implicitly contains the
correlation information of the contingencies, since it is constructed based on the
historical data, which captures the correlation of contingencies automatically. Fig.
4.1 illustrates one sample of the ambiguity set D with five contingency scenarios. The
black solid lines show the reference probabilities of contingency scenarios, and the
dash lines show the ambiguity of the true probabilities from the reference ones.
4.3.2 Worst-Case No-Load-Shed Probability (WNLP)
In this section, given a hardening plan, we intend to quantify the worst-case proba-
bility of a no load shedding occurrence over the entire system. For notational brevity,
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Figure 4.1: An example of the ambiguity set
we let
si,t(x, f) = xit +
∑
j∈Bi(.,i)
fji,t −
∑
j∈Bi(i,.)
fij,t − dit, ∀i, ∀t. (4.16)
Then, to satisfy the adequacy requirement, we need to determine decision variables
xit, fij,t and θit such that the probability of no-load-shed over the entire network is
maximized. So, we consider the following program:
max
x,f,θ∈X
Pr
(
si,t(x, f) ≥ 0,∀i, ∀t
)
, (4.17)
where X denotes the set of all feasible solutions satisfying security requirements, i.e.
system constraints (4.2) to (4.10). In addition, notice that we have a joint probabilistic
objective function, in (4.17), to quantify the no-load-shed probability for the whole
system. We can reformulate the objective function in (4.17) as
max
x,f,θ∈X
Pr
(
min
i,t
si,t(x, f) ≥ 0
)
. (4.18)
The probabilistic objective function above can be expressed as:
max
x,f,θ∈X
EP
[
1[0,∞)
(
min
i,t
si,t(x, f)
)]
, (4.19)
where indicator function 1[0,∞)(x) equals 1 if x ∈ [0,∞) and zero otherwise. Note that,
in this study, instead of making an assumption (by estimation or expert information)
for contingency scenarios distribution P and taking expectation over P , we let P be
unknown and ambiguous, but belong to the ambiguity set D. Then, the strategy
here is to allow P to act adversely against the maximization of the expected value in
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(4.19), i.e., bringing robustness into the model. Hereby, we compute the worst-case
probability of no-load-shed (WNLP) by the following distributionally robust bi-level
min-max problem:
min
P∈D
max
x,f,θ∈X
EP
[
1[0,∞)
(
min
i,t
si,t(x, f)
)]
. (4.20)
By defining new variable yn = 1[0,∞)
(
mini,t s
n
i,t(x, f)
)
for each contingency scenario
n and using big-M method, we can obtain the following equivalent reformulation of
(4.20):
min
P∈D
max
x,f,θ∈X
N∑
n=1
pnyn, (4.21)
sni,t(x, f) ≥ −M(1− yn),∀i,∀t, ∀n, (4.22)
yn ∈ {0, 1}, ∀n. (4.23)
4.3.3 Worst-Case Conditional Value-at-Risk (WCVaR)
In this section, given a hardening plan, we propose a new reliability analysis scheme
for power transmission systems by considering the conditional value-at-risk (CVaR)
risk measure, which is also known as Mean Excess Loss, Mean Shortfall, or Tail
VaR [88]. CVaR is closely related to the popular measure of risk VaR (an upper
percentile of the loss distribution) and is defined as the weighted average of VaR and
losses strictly exceeding VaR. CVaR, in comparison with VaR, has nice mathematical
properties such as translational invariance, sub-additivity, convexity and homogeneity,
which make this risk measure coherent and practical to use in optimization problems.
Moreover, from the above definition, VaR can never be more than CVaR. For more
details, readers are referred to [88]. We let
Li,t(x, f) =
(− si,t(x, f))+, ∀i, ∀t (4.24)
be the loss (load shedding) associated with decision variables xit, fij,t and θit, where
(x)+ = max{0, x}. Then, since we aim to evaluate the whole transmission system
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reliability, we define a joint loss function as L(x, f) =
∑
i
∑
t Li,t(x, f). Therefore,
γ–CVaR for the joint loss function L(x, f) and for the probability level γ ∈ (0, 1) can
be presented as [88]:
γ–CVaR = min
α
α +
1
1− γEP
[(
L(x, f)− α)+], (4.25)
where P denotes the probability distribution of random contingencies. To ensure
adequacy, we need to determine decision variables xit, fij,t and θit such that γ–CVaR
is minimized. Accordingly, we develop the following program:
min
x,f,θ∈X,α
γ–CVaR, (4.26)
where X denotes the same set as that in section 4.3.2. Following the procedure in
section 4.3.2, we propose a distributionally robust optimization approach to minimize
the worst-case γ–CVaR (γ-WCVaR), based on the worst-case probability distribution
of random contingencies in the ambiguity set D. Accordingly, we have the following
bi-level max-min program:
max
P∈D
min
x,f,θ∈X,α
α +
1
1− γEP
[(
L(x, f)− α)+]. (4.27)
Here, notice that there exists two (.)+ terms in the objective function of γ-WCVaR
model (4.27), i.e.,
(
L(x, f) − α)+ and L(x, f), according to (4.24). To linearize
Li,t(x, f), we use auxiliary variables zn for each contingency scenario n and add the
following constraints to γ-WCVaR model (4.27):
znit ≥ −sni,t(x, f),∀i, ∀t, ∀n, (4.28)
znit ≥ 0,∀i,∀t,∀n. (4.29)
Also, to linearize (L(x, f) − α)+ in (4.27), we use auxiliary variables un for each
contingency scenario n and add the following constraints to γ-WCVaR problem (4.27):
un ≥
∑
i
∑
t
znit − α, ∀n, (4.30)
un ≥ 0,∀i,∀t, ∀n. (4.31)
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We eventually attain the following reformulation of γ-WCVaR problem (4.27):
max
P∈D
min
x,f,θ∈X,α
α +
1
1− γ
N∑
n=1
pnun, (4.32)
s.t. Constraints (4.28) to (4.31). (4.33)
4.4 Solution Methodology
In this section, we describe our solution approaches for solving both proposed distri-
butionally robust optimization models: WNLP (i.e., (4.21) to (4.23)) and β-WCVaR
(i.e., (4.32) and (4.33)). We employ Bender’s decomposition algorithm to solve both
models. We explain the solution algorithms in detail in the following subsections.
4.4.1 Solution Approach for WNLP Model
Based on WNLP problem formulation, (4.21) to (4.23), we utilize the following Ben-
der’s decomposition framework to solve this problem. We define the master problem
and the subproblem as follows:
Master Problem
We first represent the linear reformulation of (4.14) in the ambiguity set D, (4.14)
and (4.15), as the following inequalities:
N∑
n=1
kn ≤ ϕ, (4.34)
kn ≥ pn − pˆn, ∀n, (4.35)
kn ≥ pˆn − pn, ∀n, (4.36)
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where variables kn represent |pn − pˆn|. The master problem for WNLP model is
represented as:
(WNLP-MP) min
p
ϑ1, (4.37)
s.t.
N∑
n=1
pn = 1, (4.38)
Constraints (4.15) and (4.34) to (4.36), (4.39)
Cutting planes, (4.40)
where ϑ1 denotes the objective value of the subproblem that we will discuss in the
next subsection. Also, constraint (4.38) ensures that variables pn represent scenario
probabilities.
Subproblem
In each iteration of the algorithm, given the solution p∗ obtained in the master prob-
lem, we solve subproblem ψ1(p
∗) as below:
(WNLP-SP) ψ1(p
∗) = max
x,f,θ
N∑
n=1
p∗nyn (4.41)
s.t. Constraints (4.22) - (4.23), (4.42)
x, f, θ ∈ X. (4.43)
Solution Algorithm
Since we allow load shedding in the system, the subproblem is always feasible. In
addition, the master problem solution p∗ only appears in the subproblem objective
function and does not affect the subproblem feasibility. So, we do not need to check
the solution feasibility of the master problem. Therefore, to generate optimality cuts,
in each iteration, for fixed WNLP-MP solutions p∗ and ϑ∗1, WNLP-SP is solved to
obtain ψ1(p
∗). Then, for the case ψ1(p∗) > ϑ∗1, the following optimality cut is added
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to WNLP-MP:
ϑ1 ≥
N∑
n=1
pny
∗
n (4.44)
The solution algorithm is summarized in the flowchart shown in Fig.4.2.
Stop and output ϑ∗1
ψ1(p
∗)
> ϑ∗1
Add an optimal-
ity cut (4.44)
to WNLP-MP
Initialization: Set
ϑ∗1 = 0 and p∗ = pˆ
Fix p∗. Solve WNLP-
SP and get ψ1(p
∗)
Solve WNLP-MP
and get ϑ∗1 and p∗
yesno
Figure 4.2: Solution algorithm for WNLP model
4.4.2 Solution Approach for WCVaR Model
For WCVaR model, the problem formulation (i.e., (4.32) to (4.33)) has a similar
structure to WNLP model. Hence, a similar solution procedure based on Bender’s
decomposition is applied to solve the proposed model.
Master Problem
For WCVaR model, we can represent the master problem (WCVaR-MP) as below:
(WCVaR-MP) max
p
ϑ2, (4.45)
s.t. Constraints (4.38) to (4.40), (4.46)
where ϑ2 denotes the objective value of the subproblem presented in the next subsec-
tion.
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Subproblem
For the solution p∗ obtained by solving WCVaR-MP, we have the following subprob-
lem ψ2(p
∗):
(WCVaR-SP) ψ2(p
∗) = min α +
1
1− γ
N∑
n=1
p∗nun (4.47)
s.t. Constraints (4.28) to (4.31), (4.48)
x, f, θ ∈ X. (4.49)
Solution Algorithm
Similarly, the feasibility of the master problem solution p∗ to WCVaR-SP is always
guaranteed. So, only optimality cuts are needed. In each iteration, for the fixed
WCVaR-MP solutions p∗ and ϑ∗2, we obtain ψ2(p
∗). Then, we check whether ψ2(p∗) <
ϑ∗2. If so, we add an optimality cut to WCVaR-MP as below:
ϑ2 ≤ α∗ + 1
1− γ
N∑
n=1
pnu
∗
n (4.50)
We can illustrate the solution algorithm for WCVaR model by the flowchart in
Fig.4.3.
Stop and output ϑ∗2
ψ2(p
∗)
< ϑ∗2
Add an optimal-
ity cut (4.50)
to WCVaR-MP
Initialization: Set
ϑ∗2 = 0 and p∗ = pˆ
Fix p∗. Solve
WCVaR-SP
and get ψ2(p
∗)
Solve WCVaR-MP
and get ϑ∗2 and p∗
yesno
Figure 4.3: Solution algorithm for WCVaR model
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4.5 Case Study
In this section, to show the effectiveness and efficiency of our proposed approaches,
we present numerical experiments on a modified 6-bus test system and IEEE 300-
bus test system (available at http://www.maths.ed.ac.uk/optenergy/LocalOpt/300
busnetwork other.html). We use C++ and CPLEX 12.6 on a computer with Intel(R)
Xeon(R) 3.2 GHz and 8 GB memory to implement all the experiments.
For computational simplicity, we set the probability of each contingency to be
0.01, and we consider the critical contingencies with high impact in the contingency
list to increase the robustness of our approaches. Therefore, our contingency list in-
cludes the worst-consequence contingency scenarios and the scenario of no line outage
occurrence. We use the robust optimization approach proposed in [118] to identify
the worst-consequence contingency scenarios.
4.5.1 6-Bus System
We test a modified 6-bus system consisting of three generation units, seven transmis-
sion lines and six load nodes. The 6-bus system specifications are presented in Tables
4.1 and 4.2.
Table 4.1: Bus data for 6-bus system
Bus Generation Load
No. Capacity (MW) (MW)
1 270 100
2 0 100
3 200 100
4 0 100
5 300 100
6 0 100
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Table 4.2: Line data for 6-bus system
Line From To Reactance Line Flow
No. Bus Bus (pu) (MW)
1 1 2 0.037 200
2 1 4 0.016 200
3 2 3 0.1015 175
4 2 4 0.117 175
5 3 6 0.0355 175
6 4 5 0.037 200
7 5 6 0.127 200
We test this system for various contingency levels. We construct three contingency
lists for k = 1, 2, 3. For k = 1, the contingency list includes all single transmission
line contingency scenarios and a no-contingency scenario. For k = 2, we consider a
contingency list of 11 scenarios (10 critical contingency states out of all contingencies
with k = 1, 2 and a no-contingency state). Also, for k = 3, we construct a contingency
list of 16 scenarios (15 critical contingency states out of all contingencies with k =
1, 2, 3 and a no-contingency state). We report the worst-case no-load-shed probability
(WNLP) and the worst-case CVaR (WCVaR) (for β = 0.95) in Tables 4.3 and 4.4,
respectively. Here, we also use several hardening plans with different budgets (i.e.
the number of hardened lines) to show our model’s capability for examining the
performance of different hardening decisions. For this test system, we observe that
the system reliability is guaranteed under N− 1 security criterion under both WNLP
and WCVaR reliability indices. But, this is not the case for k = 2, 3. Nevertheless,
by putting hardening plans into action, we are able to bring higher levels of reliability
into the system. In Tables 4.3 and 4.4, the first column represents hardening decisions,
where NH denotes no transmission line has been hardened. For instance, plan (4,6)
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indicates that transmission lines 4 and 6 are hardened. However, different hardening
plans lead to different levels of reliability. For example, plan (4,6), compared with
plan (2,4) in N − 2 case, or plan (4,5,6), compared with plan (2,4,5) in N − 3 case,
show higher WNLP but less WCVaR (better reliability indices).
Table 4.3: WNLP for 6-bus system
Hardening Security Criterion
Plan N− 1 N− 2 N− 3
NH 1.000 0.9910 0.9905
(2) 1.000 0.9920 0.9915
(6) 1.000 0.9930 0.9926
(2,4) 1.000 0.9940 0.9936
(4,6) 1.000 1.0000 0.9948
(2,4,5) 1.000 1.0000 0.9949
(4,5,6) 1.000 1.0000 1.0000
Table 4.4: WCVaR for 6-bus system
Hardening Security Criterion
Plan N− 1 N− 2 N− 3
NH 0.00 447.12 542.64
(2) 0.00 378.48 470.64
(6) 0.00 268.08 327.84
(2,4) 0.00 314.14 327.36
(4,6) 0.00 0.00 67.68
(2,4,5) 0.00 0.00 73.44
(4,5,6) 0.00 0.00 0.00
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4.5.2 300-Bus System
In this section, we test our reliability analysis models by conducting experiments on
a larger test system, i.e. IEEE 300-bus test system, which consists of 300 buses, 69
generators and 411 transmission lines. We test our models based on N − 3 trans-
mission line contingencies. Accordingly, we create a contingency list of 46 scenarios,
including 45 worst-consequence contingency scenarios among all contingencies with
k = 1, 2, 3 and a no-line-outage scenario. In our experiments, we evaluate our model’s
performance by using different hardening plans with various hardening budgets.
Sensitivity analysis of ϕ
We conduct experiments for different values of ϕ (the distribution distance tolerance
level) to see how the value of ϕ affects our model’s performance. Here, we set the
value of δ (the scenario probability tolerance level) to be 0.005. Tables 4.5 and 4.6
represent the values of WNLP and WCVaR (for β = 0.95), respectively. In Table 4.5,
we observe that as the number of hardened lines increases (more hardening budget),
the worst-case probability of no-load-shed increases. From Table 4.6, we see that
with more hardened lines, the worst-case CVaR value decreases. In other words, with
more hardening budget, the transmission system reliability increases. We also observe
that as the value of ϕ decreases, the value of WNLP increases (WCVaR decreases).
In fact, with smaller values of ϕ the ambiguity set of probability distributions gets
tighter and both WNLP and WCVaR models become less conservative. Therefore, the
objective value of WNLP increases (WCVaR decreases). In addition, by comparing
the results in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, another important observation is that although
the values of WNLP for plans (208) and (316) are the same, there is a significant
difference between the value of WCVaR for these plans. This observation admits
that the worst-case CVaR can bring a better insight of the system reliability than
WNLP. The computational times (denoted by T), for all settings, are also presented
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in Tables 4.5 and 4.6.
Table 4.5: Effects of ϕ on WNLP
Hardening ϕ = 0.001 ϕ = 0.005 ϕ = 0.01
Plan WNLP T(s) WNLP T(s) WNLP T(s)
NH 0.8330 446 0.8310 473 0.8285 457
(316) 0.8430 507 0.8410 498 0.8385 510
(208) 0.8430 514 0.8410 468 0.8385 494
(208, 316) 0.8540 592 0.8520 511 0.8495 503
(208, 316, 118) 0.8651 518 0.8631 521 0.8606 530
(208, 316, 118, 311) 0.8762 555 0.8742 547 0.8717 542
(208, 316, 118,
0.8874 605 0.8854 567 0.8829 586
311, 342)
Table 4.6: Effects of ϕ on WCVaR
Hardening ϕ = 0.001 ϕ = 0.005 ϕ = 0.01
Plan WCVaR T(s) WCVaR T(s) WCVaR T(s)
NH 13152 682 14542 913 16279 662
(316) 11169 644 12562 963 14305 674
(208) 6352 667 7557 997 9045 1081
(208, 316) 4294 655 5360 918 6676 1045
(208, 316, 118) 4035 685 5116 932 6452 1016
(208, 316,
3724 626 4837 848 6196 1028
118, 311)
(208, 316, 118,
3245 573 4378 815 5775 954
311, 342)
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Sensitivity analysis of δ
Here, we assess the effects of the value of δ on the performance of our models. We use
the same contingency list and the same hardening plans as section 4.5.2. We set the
value of ϕ to be 0.01. We report WNLP and WCVaR values for different values of δ,
in Tables 4.7 and 4.8, respectively. We see that as the value of δ increases the value of
WNLP decreases (WCVaR increases). That is because, as the value of δ increases the
ambiguity set becomes larger and our models get more conservative. Notice again,
infrequency of component failures and the scarcity of failure historical data lead to
relatively large values of ϕ and over conservatism. In such cases, as shown in Tables
4.7 and 4.8, our model’s conservatism can be adjusted by changing the value of δ.
Table 4.7: Effects of δ on WNLP
Hardening δ = 0.0005 δ = 0.001 δ = 0.005
Plan WNLP T(s) WNLP T(s) WNLP T(s)
NH 0.8330 451 0.8325 481 0.8285 457
(316) 0.8425 473 0.8415 505 0.8385 510
(208) 0.8425 480 0.8415 490 0.8385 494
(208, 316) 0.8525 488 0.8505 486 0.8495 503
(208, 316, 118) 0.8625 528 0.8606 522 0.8606 530
(208, 316, 118, 311) 0.8725 602 0.8717 529 0.8717 542
(208, 316, 118,
0.8829 575 0.8829 582 0.8829 586
311, 342)
Comparison with simulation method
In this subsection, we compare our proposed approaches with the traditional simula-
tion method (denoted by Sim). We numerically show that the proposed WNLP and
WCVaR approaches are more reliable than Sim. First, we generate 1000 sample con-
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Table 4.8: Effects of δ on WCVaR
Hardening δ = 0.0005 δ = 0.001 δ = 0.005
Plan WCVaR T(s) WCVaR T(s) WCVaR T(s)
NH 15624 671 15799 947 16279 662
(316) 13035 645 13575 929 14305 674
(208) 7924 1065 8477 1022 9045 1081
(208, 316) 5505 1014 6061 902 6676 1045
(208, 316, 118) 5275 1035 5836 917 6452 1016
(208, 316,
5018 1018 5580 878 6196 1028
118, 311)
(208, 316, 118,
4482 956 5178 892 5775 954
311, 342)
tingency scenarios as the historical record of contingencies, and obtain the reference
distribution Pˆ and the ambiguity set D (see section 4.3.1) based on the historical
data. Then, we use Sim to get the optimal generation level, power flow and phase
angle (x∗, f ∗, θ∗)Sim with the reference distribution Pˆ ; solve WNLP to get the optimal
generation level, power flow and phase angle (x∗, f ∗, θ∗)WNLP and worst-case distri-
bution P-WNLP; and solve WCVaR to get the optimal generation level, power flow
and phase angle (x∗, f ∗, θ∗)WCVaR and worst-case distribution P-WNLP. Notice, to get
(x∗, f ∗, θ∗)Sim, we use constraints (4.1) to (4.10), for each scenario n, with the objec-
tive of minx,f,θ
∑N
n=1 pˆnsn. We then fix the decisions (x
∗, f ∗, θ∗) generated by Sim,
WNLP, WCVaR accordingly and test them with 100000 new generated contingency
scenarios. We compare the load shedding amount using the obtained (x∗, f ∗, θ∗) for
Sim, WNLP, WCVaR and report the results in Table 4.9 for varies of hardening plans.
We observe that the operations decisions obtained by both WNLP and WCVaR lead
to less amount of load shedding compared to the one by Sim. That is because the
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decisions obtained by WNLP and WCVaR are based on the worst-case probability
distribution of contingencies, which are more robust and reliable than the traditional
simulation approach.
Then we test the case that the operations decisions (x, f, θ) are adjustable in real-
time operations. In this case, we compare the amount of necessary adjustments in
(x, f, θ) to minimize the load shedding for three approaches respectively. We report
the results in Table 4.10 for different hardening plans. We observe that both WNLP
and WCVaR’s operations decisions require less adjustments than the ones of Sim,
which means the decisions of WNLP and WCVaR are more robust than the ones
obtained by Sim and therefore lead to less real-time operational costs.
Table 4.9: Load shedding (MW)
Hardening Plan Sim WNLP WCVaR
NH 2136.9 1373.27 1421.4
(208) 1444.4 1027.0 729.0
(208, 316) 972.8 555.4 493.2
(208, 316, 118) 896.9 479.6 417.4
(208, 316, 118, 311) 801.0 423.8 377.2
(208, 316, 118, 311, 342) 735.7 376.8 358.9
In addition, we show the proposed method is computationally efficient than the
traditional simulation approach. First, we set β = 0.95 and get the worst-case no-
load-shed probabilities via WNLP model. Then, we generate 100 samples of 1000
contingency scenarios and obtain the no-load-shed probability for each sample, and
then obtain the 95% lower-tailed confidence interval of no-load-shed probability by
Sim. We report the bounds of the 95% confidence interval and their corresponding
CPU times in Table 4.11 for different hardening plans. We see that the bounds of
the confidence intervals (i.e., worst-case no-load-shed probabilities) are very close to
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Table 4.10: Amount of adjustment
Hardening Plan Sim WNLP WCVaR
NH 1322.8 559.2 607.4
(208) 1013.4 596.0 297.9
(208, 316) 672.0 264.6 192.4
(208, 316, 118) 635.2 217.8 155.6
(208, 316, 118, 311) 574.9 197.7 151.1
(208, 316, 118, 311, 342) 547.1 188.3 170.3
the ones of WNLP with β = 0.95 (i.e., the case of ambiguity set with 95% confidence
level). However, we observe that the CPU times of Sim are significantly higher than
those of WNLP. These results show that, by using WNLP model, we are able to
obtain a lower bound for no-load-shed probability without conducting a huge number
of experiments and simulations and it is more computationally efficient.
Table 4.11: 95% confidence interval of no-load-shed probability using Sim
Hardening Sim WNLP
Plan CI T(s) ϕ = 0.005 T(s)
NH (0.8307, ∞) >3600 0.8324 458
(208) (0.8415, ∞) >3600 0.8415 481
(208, 316) (0.8530, ∞) >3600 0.8525 487
(208, 316, 118) (0.8635, ∞) >3600 0.8645 504
(208, 316, 118, 311) (0.8745, ∞) >3600 0.8744 543
(208, 316, 118,
(0.8854, ∞) >3600 0.8846 568
311, 342)
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4.6 Summary
In this study, we proposed two reliability analysis schemes for the power transmission
system hardening under distributional uncertainty of random contingencies and un-
der N−k security criterion. We used the distributionally robust optimization concept
to develop two optimization models to assess the transmission network reliability for
a given transmission hardening plan. First, we developed a model to quantify the
worst-case probability of no load shedding occurrence over the entire system. In the
second model, we utilized the conditional value-at-risk (CVaR) as a risk measure and
computed the worst-case CVaR to evaluate the transmission system reliability. In
both models, instead of assuming a fixed probability estimate (by the historical data
or expert information) for contingency scenarios, we let the ambiguous probability
distribution of contingencies belong to an ambiguity set. Then, we considered the
worst-case probability distribution in the ambiguity set to make a robust reliability
analysis of the system. We formulated both models in bi-level programs and em-
ployed Bender’s decomposition algorithm to solve them. By numerical experiments,
we showed that our models are capable of distinguishing more effective hardening
plans from others. Also, we observed that as the size of historical data increases, the
conservatism of our models decreases. In addition, we showed that, in case of scarcity
of historical data, the conservativeness of our proposed models can be adjusted by
the system operators.
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CHAPTER 5
POWER SYSTEM SCHEDULING VIA DATA-DRIVEN
OPTIMIZATION
Rapid integration of cheap, clean but highly intermittent wind energy into power sys-
tems brings challenges to ISOs to maintain the system reliability. Stochastic programs
may result in biased and unreliable unit commitment (UC) and economic dispatch
(ED) decisions by fixing the probability distribution of wind output. Robust opti-
mization approaches sacrifice system’s cost-effectiveness in exchange of reliable UC
and ED schedules. In this chapter, we develop a data-driven chance-constrained two-
stage stochastic UC model to bridge the gap between stochastic programming and
robust optimization. Without any particular assumption of wind output distribution,
the data-driven chance constraint limits the worst-case chance of load imbalance to
be no more than a specified tolerance, by taking advantage of historical data. We
apply Column-and-Constraints Generation to solve our model. By experiments, we
show the effectiveness of our model and the value of data.
5.1 Problem Description and Literature Review
The US government long-term financial incentives, such as tax credit programs and
retirement plans, to promote investments in clean and cheap renewable energy (e.g.
wind power) and to replace pollutant thermal plants with clean ones, have led to
rapid renewable energy installments. Due to these stimulus plans, it is predicted that
wind power will reach 20% of total energy generation across the country in 2030 [73].
However, unpredictable and intermittent nature of renewable energy affects the power
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system stability and reliability. In this regard, ISOs have been traditionally utilizing
excessive online reserves to prepare for the case that the actual wind power output is
much lower than its predicted level. References [38] and [80] investigate the amount of
required reserve for power systems with large amount of installed wind capacity. They
show that the more wind capacity is integrated with the system, the higher reserve
capacity should be scheduled. With the increasing penetration of wind energy into
the grid, purely increasing the ancillary service deployment is not practical.
Recently, stochastic programming approaches have been widely applied to address
the uncertainties in UC and ED. In [12], a stochastic linear programming model
addressing security-constrained unit commitment with large amount of wind power
capacity is presented. References [102] and [103] are extensions of [12] considering
uncertain demand and equipment outages. In addition, two-stage stochastic models
are commonly used to address wind power uncertainty, which typically consider UC
in the first stage before the wind power output is known, and ED in the second
stage after the wind power output is realized [107, 91, 83]. Furthermore, in order to
reduce load shedding and renewable energy curtailment, risk-averse stochastic unit
commitment models integrating chance constraints and expected value constraints
have been successfully developed [81, 108, 129]. However, for stochastic programming,
the probability distribution of the unknown parameters are usually assumed known;
in practice, the distribution information is usually unknown and the UC decisions
obtained with the inaccurate distribution assumption may affect the system reliability
and cost efficiency.
In addition, robust optimization approaches have been successfully developed for
UC and ED under uncertainty [57, 56, 128]. In robust optimization, the optimal
schedules are obtained by considering the worst-case scenario of the unknown param-
eter which varies within an uncertainty set. In fact, this approach acquires system
robustness by sacrificing the cost effectiveness of the system. Moreover, robust opti-
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mization does not utilize the historical data to a large extent because uncertainty set
construction needs limited information about the random parameter.
To address the reliability issues of stochastic programming and over conservatism
of robust optimization, data-driven and distributionally robust optimization approaches
have recently been developed [37, 46, 55]. In these approaches, the unknown prob-
ability distribution of the random parameter is allowed to vary in a confidence set,
which is constructed by learning from a given historical data set. Though data-driven
approaches are still risk-averse approaches since they consider the worst-case distri-
bution in the confidence set, the conservatism is generally less than that in robust
optimization. Moreover, as the size of data increases, the conservatism of this ap-
proach decreases. These approaches have recently been applied to several operational
problems under uncertainty in power systems [126, 15, 111].
In order to take advantage of considerable amount of wind output historical data
available for ISOs, in this chapter, we propose a data-driven chance-constrained
stochastic UC (DDCHC) under wind uncertainty. We formulate it as a two-stage
model, in the first stage consists of the traditional stochastic unit commitment prob-
lem and data-driven chance constraint that is used to restrict the probability of power
imbalance, and in the second stage, the penalty cost due to energy imbalance is con-
sidered for the case the actual power output differs from the one committed. To
conclude the contributions, (1) We develop a data-driven chance-constrained two-
stage stochastic model under wind uncertainty which utilizes available historical data
to obtain reliable but cost efficient generation schedules. (2) We show by experiments
that our approach solutions are more reliable than the traditional chance-constrained
UC (CCUC) solutions. Also, although our approach is risk-averse, its conservatism
decreases as the size of data increases.
The remaining parts of this chapter are organized as follows: In Section 5.2, we
define sets, parameters and variables. In section 5.3, we describe the mathematical
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formulation of the model, the confidence set construction, and the chance constraint
reformulation. In section 5.4, we discuss the solution methodology and efficient algo-
rithm to solve the problem. In section 5.5, we show our numerical experiments and
results to verify the effectiveness of our model. Finally, in section 5.6, we conclude
this study.
5.2 Nomenclature
A. Parameters
SU bi Start-up cost of generation unit i at bus b.
SDbi Shut-down cost of generation unit i at bus b.
MU bi Minimum up-time of generation unit i at bus b.
MDbi Minimum down-time of generation unit i at bus b.
Cbi Lower limit of generation capacity for generation unit i at bus b.
C
b
i Upper limit of generation capacity for generation unit i at bus b.
R
b
i Ramp-up rate limit of generation unit i at bus b.
Rbi Ramp-down rate limit of generation unit i at bus b.
Fij Flow capacity of the transmission line (i, j) connecting bus i and bus
j.
FDbij Flow distribution factor for the transmission line connecting bus i and
bus j, based on the net injection at bus b.
dbt Demand at bus b in time t.
wbt (ξ) Wind power output at bus b in time t for scenario ξ.
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pi Load imbalance tolerance in the chance constraint.
 Risk level of energy imbalance.
Fi(.) Fuel cost of generation unit i.
Lt Penalty cost per unit of energy imbalance in time t.
B. Variables
ybit Binary variable indicating whether generation unit i is on (= 1) or off
(= 0) in time t.
ubit Binary variable indicating whether generation unit i is started up (= 1)
or not (= 0) in time t.
vbit Binary variable indicating whether generation unit i is shut down (= 1)
or not (= 0) in time t.
xbit Amount of electricity generated by generation unit i at bus b in time t.
st(ξ) Amount of energy imbalance (shortage or oversupply) in time t corre-
sponding to scenario ξ.
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5.3 Problem Formulation
5.3.1 Chance-Constrained Two-Stage Formulation
The above-mentioned chance-constrained two-stage UC can be formulated as follows:
min
∑
t
∑
b
∑
i
(SU bi u
b
it + SD
b
iv
b
it + Fi(x
b
it)) + E[Q(y, u, v, g, ξ)] (5.1)
s.t. − ybi(t−1) + ybit − ybik ≤ 0, ∀t, ∀b, ∀i, ∀k : 1 ≤ k − (t− 1) ≤MU bi (5.2)
ybi(t−1) − ybit + ybik ≤ 1, ∀t, ∀b, ∀i, ∀k : 1 ≤ k − (t− 1) ≤MDbi (5.3)
−ybi(t−1) + ybit − ubit ≤ 0, ∀t,∀b,∀i, (5.4)
ybi(t−1) − ybit − vbit ≤ 0, ∀t,∀b,∀i, (5.5)
Cbiy
b
it ≤ xbit ≤ Cbiybit, ∀t,∀b,∀i, (5.6)
xbit − xbi(t−1) ≤ (2− ybi(t−1) − ybit)Cbi + (1 + ybi(t−1) − ybit)Rbi , ∀t,∀b,∀i, (5.7)
xbi(t−1) − xbit ≤ (2− ybi(t−1) − ybit)Cbi + (1− ybi(t−1) + ybit)Rbi , ∀t,∀b,∀i, (5.8)
−Fij ≤
∑
b
FDbij(w
b
t (ξ) +
∑
r
xbrt − dbt) ≤ Fij, ∀t,∀(i, j), (5.9)
Pr(−pi ≤
∑
b
∑
i
xbit +
∑
b
wbt (ξ)−
∑
b
dbt ≤ pi) ≥ 1− , ∀t, (5.10)
ybit, u
b
it, v
b
it ∈ {0, 1}, xbit ≥ 0, ∀i,∀b,∀t, (5.11)
where Q(y, u, v, g, ξ) is
min
∑
t
Ltst(ξ) (5.12)
s.t. st(ξ) ≥
∑
b
∑
i
xbit +
∑
b
wbt (ξ)−
∑
b
dbt , ∀t, (5.13)
st(ξ) ≥
∑
b
dbt −
∑
b
∑
i
xbit −
∑
b
wbt (ξ), ∀t, (5.14)
where, the first-stage objective function (5.1) consists of startup, shutdown and fuel
costs. Constraints (5.2) and (5.3) force the minimum up-time and minimum down-
time limits, respectively. Constraints (5.4) and (5.5) represent start-up and shut-
down status constraints, respectively. Constraints (5.6) limit the generation capacity
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lower and upper bounds. Constraints (5.7) and (5.8) represent the ramping con-
straints. Constraints (5.9) restrict the transmission line capacity limits. Chance con-
straints (5.10) ensure the chance that load imbalance violates a specified tolerance
level is no more than a predefined risk level. Constraints (5.13) and (5.14) calculate
the energy shortage or oversupply for each time period, respectively. In addition,
we approximate the quadratic generation cost Fi(.) using a J-piece piecewise linear
function as below:
φbit ≥ αjbit ybit + ρjbit xbit, ∀t,∀b,∀i, j = 1, ..., J. (5.15)
5.3.2 Confidence Set Construction
As discussed above, we allow the wind output distribution P to be unknown and
ambiguous. We assume that P belongs to a confidence set D with a specific confidence
level β (for example 95%). By utilizing the data information (i.e., historical data of
wind output), we construct a distribution-based confidence set D = {P ∈ M+ :
d(P, Pˆ ) ≤ ϕ}, where M+ is the set of all distributions, Pˆ represents the reference
distribution, d(P, Pˆ ) is the probability distance between P and Pˆ , and ϕ represents
the tolerance level. We obtain the reference distribution by drawing a histogram
using historical data. By partitioning the sample space Ω into N bins, such that
Ω =
⋃N
n=1Bn, and then counting the frequency of samples in each bin, i.e., Sn, we
can obtain the reference distribution Pˆ = (pˆ1, pˆ2, ..., pˆN), in which pˆn = Sn/S,∀n, and
S is the total amount of data. To measure d(P, Pˆ ), in this study, we use L∞ norm.
Accordingly, we can define confidence set D as follows:
D = {P ∈ RN+ | max
1≤n≤N
|pn − pˆn| ≤ ϕ}. (5.16)
According to [123], given S historical data points and N bins, the convergence
rate between ambiguous distribution P and reference distribution Pˆ is as below:
Pr{‖P − Pˆ‖∞ ≤ ϕ} ≥ 1− 2N exp(−2Sϕ). (5.17)
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If the confidence level (the right-hand side of (5.17)) is equal to β, then, we have
ϕ = (1/2S) log(2N/(1− β)). (5.18)
From (5.18) we observe, as the number of historical observations increases to
infinity, the value of ϕ goes to zero and Pˆ converges to P accordingly.
5.3.3 Data-Driven Chance Constraint and Its Reformulation
Since the true distribution of wind output is ambiguous within D, we restrict that
chance constraint (5.10) should be satisfied under the worst-case distribution in D.
Therefore, we can formulate the data-driven chance constraint as follows:
min
P∈D
Pr(−pi ≤
∑
b
∑
i
xbit +
∑
b
wbt (ξ)−
∑
b
dbt ≤ pi) ≥ 1− , ∀t. (5.19)
Inequality (5.19) can be further reformulated as
min
P∈D
N∑
n=1
pnt .1[−pi,pi](
∑
b
∑
i
xbit +
∑
b
wbt (ξ
n)−
∑
b
dbt) ≥ 1− , ∀t, (5.20)
where, 1[−pi,pi](.) is an indicator function that equals to 1 if −pi ≤
∑
b
∑
i x
b
it +∑
bw
b
t (ξ) −
∑
b d
b
t ≤ pi and 0 otherwise, and ξn is the central point of bin n. Then,
we let binary variables zn = 1[−pi,pi](
∑
b
∑
i x
b
it +
∑
bw
b
t (ξ
n) −∑b dbt); and use big-M
method to reformulate (5.20) as the following MILP model:
−pi − (1− znt )M ≤
∑
b
∑
i
xbit +
∑
b
wbt (ξ)−
∑
b
dbt
≤ (1− znt )M + pi, ∀t,∀n, (5.21)
min
p
N∑
n=1
pnt z
n
t ≥ 1− , ∀t, (5.22)
ϕ+ pˆnt ≥ pnt ≥ −ϕ+ pˆnt , ∀t,∀n, (5.23)
N∑
n=1
pnt = 1, ∀t, (5.24)
pnt ≥ 0, ∀t, ∀n, (5.25)
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where constraints (5.23) and (5.24) are reformulation of the confidence set D. To
eliminate the minimization operation in constraint (5.22), we dualize (5.22) to (5.25)
to get the following formulation:
max
N∑
n=1
λnt (−ϕ+ pˆnt )− τnt (ϕ+ pˆnt ) + ηt (5.26)
s.t. ηt + λ
n
t − τnt ≤ znt , ∀t, ∀n, (5.27)
λnt , τ
n
t ≥ 0, ηt free, ∀t, ∀n, (5.28)
where τnt , λ
n
t and ηt are dual variables of constraints (5.23) and (5.24). Thus, con-
straint (5.22) to (5.25) can be reformulated as:
N∑
n=1
λnt (−ϕ+ pˆnt )− τnt (ϕ+ pˆnt ) + ηt ≥ 1− , (5.29)
Constraints (5.27)− (5.28). (5.30)
5.3.4 Objective Reformulation
Based on the above-defined confidence set for the unknown wind output distribution,
we formulate the data-driven chance-constrained two-stage UC model. In the second
stage, we consider the worst-case imbalance penalty cost associated with the worst-
case wind output distribution in D. Since different scenarios ξn are independent,
we can interchange the summation and the minimization operations. Hence, we can
reformulate the second-stage objective function to its data-driven formulation.
max
P∈D
EP [Q(y, u, v, g, ξ)] = max
P∈D
min
s
N∑
n=1
∑
t
pnt Ltst(ξ
n). (5.31)
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5.4 Solution Methodology
We apply the Column-and-Constraint generation method [120], in a decomposition
framework. We have the following master problem (MP):
min
y,u,v,φ,g,z,λ,τ,η
(SU bi u
b
it + SD
b
iv
b
it + φ
b
it) + ϑ (MP)
s.t. Constraints (5.2)− (5.8) and (5.15)
Constraints (5.9), (5.13), (5.14) and (5.21), ∀n,
Constraints (5.29), (5.27) and (5.28),
Optimality cuts,
where ϑ is the second-stage optimal objective value. As for the subproblem (S), we
initially dualize the second-stage problem, i.e., constraints (5.13) and (5.14). Then,
we formulate S as the followings:
ω(g) = max
µ,γ,p
N∑
n=1
((∑
b
∑
i
xbit +
∑
b
wbt (ξ)−
∑
b
dbt
)
µnt (S)
+
(∑
b
dbt −
∑
b
∑
i
xbit −
∑
b
wbt (ξ)
)
γnt
)
(5.32)
s.t. µnt ≤ Ltpnt , ∀t, ∀n, (5.33)
γnt ≤ Ltpnt , ∀t,∀n, (5.34)
−ϕ+ pˆnt ≤ pnt ≤ ϕ+ pˆnt , ∀t,∀n, (5.35)
N∑
n=1
pnt = 1, ∀t, (5.36)
µnt , γ
n
t , pˆ
n
t ≥ 0, ∀t,∀n, (5.37)
where constraints (5.35) to (5.36) represent the confidence set D. pˆnt and pnt denote the
reference distribution and the true distribution of wind output at time t for scenario
n, respectively. Also, µnt and γ
n
t are dual variables of constraints (5.13) and (5.14),
respectively. We briefly describe the solution algorithm in the following steps:
1. Initialization. Set k = 1, ϑ = −∞
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2. Solve MP and get the first-stage decision variables.
3. Fix the generation level g and solve S to obtain ω(g).
4. If ω(g) ≤ ϑ, then stop and output the first-stage decisions. Otherwise, set
k = k + 1. Generate and add the following cut (5.38) to MP and go to step 2.
ϑ ≥
N∑
n=1
∑
t
pnt Ltst(ξ
n). (5.38)
Notice here, since our model allows energy imbalance, the first-stage solutions are
always feasible and no feasibility check is required in step 3.
5.5 Case Study
In order to test the effectivness of our proposed approach, we conduct experiments
on a modified IEEE 118-bus system (available at http://motor.ece.iit.edu/data). To
generate historical data set of wind output, we assume the uncertain wind power
follows a multivariate normal distribution with mean equal to the forecasted value
and variance equal to 0.3 of the mean. We set the number of bins to be 5. Then,
using Monte Carlo simulation, we generate a historical data set for each wind farm
in each time period. In addition, in the piecewise linear cost function, we set the
number of pieces to be 5. We use C++ and CPLEX 12.6 to implement our model on
a computer with Intel(R) Xeon(R) 3.2 and 8 GB memory.
5.5.1 Effects of the Historical Data
First, we show how the number of historical data points can effect the conservatism
of the proposed approach. We set the confidence level β to be 99% and test the
performance of the proposed DDCHC for different size of data ranging from 10 to
10000. We report the performance of the proposed approach in Table 5.1. We also
report the result of the traditional chance-constrained UC (CCUC) for a set of 50000
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historical data, as the benchmark. From Table 5.1 and Fig. 5.1, we can observe
that as the size of data gets larger, both the value of ϕ and DDCHC objective value
decrease. That is becuase, with larger data sets, D gets smaller and DDCHC becomes
less conservative. Theoretically, as the size of historical data goes to infinity, the
confidence set D shrinks (reference distribution converges to true distribution) and
eventually DDCHC becomes risk neutral.
Table 5.1: Effects of historical data on total cost
# of DDCHC CCUC
data ϕ Obj($m) T(s) Obj($m) T(s)
10 0.34539 2.0886 12 1.5611 10
50 0.06908 1.6655 12 1.5611 10
100 0.03454 1.6130 11 1.5611 10
500 0.00691 1.5714 11 1.5611 10
1000 0.00345 1.5669 10 1.5611 10
5000 0.00069 1.5621 10 1.5611 10
10000 0.00035 1.5616 10 1.5611 10
Figure 5.1: Effects of the size of historical data on the value of ϕ
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5.5.2 Effects of the Confidence Level
In this section, we show by experiments that how the confidence level β effects the
conservatism of DDCHC. We set the number of historical data to be 100 and test
DDCHC performance over a range of confidence level between 0.5 to 0.99. Table 5.2
and Fig. 5.2 illustrate that as the value of β increases, both the value of ϕ and DDCHC
objective value increase. In fact, larger ϕ means higher chance that D should include
the true wind output distribution, and therefore D is larger. Hence, DDCHC becomes
more conservative as the value of β increases.
Table 5.2: Effects of the confidence level on total cost
β
DDCHC
ϕ Obj($m)
0.5 0.01498 1.5829
0.6 0.01609 1.5845
0.7 0.01753 1.5865
0.8 0.01956 1.5895
0.9 0.02303 1.5929
0.95 0.02649 1.6013
0.99 0.03454 1.6130
Figure 5.2: Effects of the confidence level on the value of ϕ
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5.5.3 Comparison with Traditional Chance-Constrained UC
We compare the performance of the proposed DDCHC with that of CCUC in terms
of the system reliability. For different size of historical data sets from 10 to 100,
we first solve the modified 118-bus system by both DDCHC and CCUC. Then, we
fix the optimal thermal generation levels obtained by DDCHC and CCUC and solve
the second stage for random instances of wind output under randomly simulated
distribution scenarios. We report the operational cost (OC), total cost (TC) and
the computational time in Table 5.3. We observe that DDCHC results in higher
operational costs but less total cost in comparison with CCUC. This is because,
DDCHC is conservative, compared to CCUC, and schedules more generators such that
they can accommodate the worst-case wind output distribution (to avoid large energy
imbalances) for the whole next day. Therefore, DDCHC is a risk-averse approach. In
fact, especially in case of unexpected realization of wind output, compared to CCUC
operational decisions, DDCHC generation schedules and generation levels lead to less
energy and load imbalances.
Table 5.3: DDCHC versus CCUC
# of DDCHC CCUC
Data OC ($m) TC ($m) T(s) OC ($m) TC ($m) T(s)
10 1.1949 2.6937 12 1.1911 2.7678 9
20 1.1946 2.6872 12 1.1913 2.7603 9
30 1.1943 2.6807 12 1.1917 2.7555 9
50 1.1935 2.6723 12 1.1920 2.7494 9
100 1.1925 2.6644 11 1.1922 2.7413 9
100
5.6 Summary
In this chapter, we presented a data-driven chance-constrained stochastic unit com-
mitment, in which the chance constraint controls the level of energy imbalance. Unlike
traditional chance constraint which assumes that the unknown parameter follows a
certain probability distribution, our proposed approach learns from a given histori-
cal data set to construct a confidence set for the unknown wind output distribution.
Our model is a two-stage model which deals with the UC and ED decisions in the
first stage and considers the worst-case energy imbalance cost associated with the
worst-case wind output distribution in the second stage. By numerical experiments,
we show our approach leads to more reliable and robust generation schedules than
those of the traditional chance-constrained UC. We also show that as the number of
historical data goes to infinity, the conservatism of the proposed approach vanishes
eventually.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Distributionally robust optimization (DRO) is a newly emerged approach to address
optimization problems under uncertainty. By utilizing historical data and partial
information of random parameter’s probability distribution, DRO takes advantage
of both stochastic programming and robust optimization approaches and bridges the
gap between them and results in reliable but cost efficient decisions.
In this research, we addressed four major problems arising in power systems op-
erations management. First, in chapter 2, we developed a DRO model for the trans-
mission expansion planning problem under electricity demand and renewable energy
uncertainties. Then, in chapter 3, we proposed a defender-attacker-defender based
DRO approach for the transmission hardening planning of power systems with a high
penetration of wind generation and random disruptive events. Afterward, in chapter
4, we developed two DRO models to evaluate the reliability of the power transmis-
sion system under N − k security criterion. Finally, in chapter 5, we formulated a
DRO chance-constrained stochastic model for the power generation scheduling under
renewable energy uncertainty. For all four problems, we successfully reformulated the
original problems to two-stage stochastic mixed integer programs and solved them by
decomposition algorithms. Our experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness
of our DRO models compared to stochastic and robust optimization approaches.
In power generation scheduling under wind uncertainty, one recently suggested
remedy to maintain the system reliability against high fluctuations of wind output
is to utilize flexible resources, such as battery storages and quick-start generators.
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However, by considering this type of resources, adjustable binary variables will appear
in the second stage of the traditional two-stage UC formulation. For this case, the
two-stage UC model can not be solved by the traditional decomposition algorithms.
As a future work, we aim to develop a DRO two-stage UC with flexible resources and
wind uncertainty and to solve it by a recently developed algorithm.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1
In order to prove Proposition 1, we prove the following two lemmas first.
Lemma A.1 Given a set of historical data of size S and N bins, we have
Pr(|pn − pˆn| ≥ δ) ≤ 2 exp(−2Sδ),∀n = 1, ..., N. (A.1)
Proof. Let yns denote whether the observation s falls in the bin n, then y
n
s ∼ Bernoulli(pn),
∀n = 1, ..., N , ∀s = 1, ..., S. We also have pˆn = ∑Ss=1 yns /S and E[pˆn] = pn. Then,
according to Hoeffding’s Inequality for Bernoulli random variables, (A.1) holds.
In order to get the convergence rate under Wasserstein metric, we will study another
metric, i.e., Total Variance metric, first, and by taking advantage of the relationship
between two metrics, we will obtain the convergence rate of the Wasserstein metric.
According to [45], for space W , the Total Variation metric is defined as dTV(P, Pˆ) =∑N
n=1 |pn − pˆn|.
Lemma A.2 Given a set of historical data of size S and N bins, under Total Vari-
ation metric we have
Pr(dTV(P, Pˆ) ≥ δ) ≤ 2N exp(−2Sδ/N). (A.2)
Proof. Due to the fact that Pr(
∑N
n=1 |pn − pˆn| < δ) ≥ Pr(∩Nn=1[|pn − pˆn| < δ/N ]),
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we have
Pr(dTV(P, Pˆ) ≥ δ) = Pr(
N∑
n=1
|pn − pˆn| ≥ δ)
≤ Pr(∪Nn=1[|pn − pˆn| ≥ δ/N ])
≤
N∑
n=1
Pr([|pn − pˆn| ≥ δ/N ])
≤ 2N exp(−2Sδ/N). (A.3)
where the inequality (A.3) holds due to Lemma 1.
Based on the above two lemmas, we are ready to prove Proposition 1. First, according
to [45], we have the following relationship between the Wasserstein metric and the
Total Variation metric:
dw(P, Pˆ) ≤ D
2
dTV(P, Pˆ), (A.4)
where D denoted the diameter of the supporting space W . Moreover, according to
Lemma 2, we have
Pr(dTV(P, Pˆ) ≤ δ) ≥ 1− 2N exp(−2Sδ/N). (A.5)
Inequality (A.4) implies that 2dw(P,Pˆ)
D
≤ dTV(P, Pˆ). Therefore,
Pr(
2dw(P, Pˆ)
D
≤ δ) ≥ Pr(dTV(P, Pˆ) ≤ δ)
≥ 1− 2N exp(−2Sδ/N). (A.6)
Let ϕ = Dδ/2, then the proof of Proposition 1 is done.
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